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, *4 4 N.0 4, M.O.++. S.L. 1st JGU3T 1942 
14.-th 

11-1.1OLCOTICZ 

'2his survey is designed to show, from the 

G.h.. ad:r;nistrative aspect, the work of the medical 

services of the ::iddle East .t'orce, in the successful 

camoaign of 1942 - 43. 2o give 

a co:aprehensive picture, a description is given of so4 

of the probleas faced and solved in maintaining the 

oersonnel, equi-,-)aent and stores required by a laodern 

army in the field. On this background is a record 

of the methods adopted by the medical staff to 

preserve health in the :EIGHTH AIY and to treat and 

evacuate sick and wounded. 

The survey does not go into o-Derational 

details except in so far as they must inevitably be 

mentioned. As far as security parfaits statistics, 

diagrams and maps are given to substantiate facts. 

The survey is divided into five -oarts, 

the first four of which are based on arbitrary period9 

of the campaign. 

Part I Preparations for the EIGLTE ARMY offensivte 

(1st august 1942 - 23rd October 1942) 

Fart II .,1J01, ,,..Lac.= to EL AGEEILA. 

(24th October 1942 - 12th December 1942 
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Part III AGi-iEILiL to the ai.16IA'h FRONT-UR 

(12th December 1942 - 13th February 143) 

Part IV The TLI1SIAN FROATIER to the end of the 

Campaign. 

(14th February 1943 - 14th May 1943) 

Fart V Lessons and other features of the canpaign. 

Some of the oroblems faced were peculiar 

to certain phases of the campaign. These are dealt 

With in that part of the survey to which they are 

related. Other problems were peculiar to the campaign 

as a whole. 

2. FACTORS FOR SUCCLSS 

From the administrative aspect the success 

of the campaign was fundamentally due to the following 

factors :- 

(a) SEA POWER 

The Royal Navy, the Merchant Navy, and the Royal 

Air Force, convoyed our shipping across t1 oceang 

of the world and along the coast of North Africa 

.permitting the building-up of tha Liddle 

Base and the maintenance of our desert forces 

in their westward advance. 

(b) AIR P0410,R 

The Royal Air Force, assisted later: b. the Zinth 

_ United States Air Force, secured and ,,laintained 

throughout the campaign complete domination of 

the air. 

( c) ROD RANSPORT 

For the firs t time in the ;2]6TE,Li Da6E1a Campaign: 
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there was sufficient road transport to give a wide 

radius for maintenance on land. 

(d) EFFICTillA;Y 1/EADI-IMSS OF i`rE 1-JILL, ; EAST .BASE 

The i_id.dle East Hase in EGYPT and PALESTINE had been 

developed gradually throughout the three lean 

years that had preceded the opening of our final 

offensive. 

The development of ports, railways, inland water 

transport; the construction of the many big 

hospital sites, workshops, depots and personnel 

camps; the staffing, stocking, and e uipping of 

these installations; the development of airfields 

and maintenance units; the arrangements for a huge 

supply of petrol for the Army and the Air Force 

and many other works, all far advanced by October' 

1942, enabled the iiain tease to accept the heavy 

demands made upon it by the forces in the. field. 

(e ) CALIP IGlù ON TJO .." ROidT6 

In previous campaigns the enemy had been able to 

concentrate his undivided attention against the 

force operating from EGYPT. Hardly had the 

EL AIA IEI v offensive begun in October 1942 before 

a combined niritish and United States Force landed 

on the coast of _WOW() and ALGIERS and this 

event ensured that from then onwards the Axis 

Forces would be compelled to fight this NORTH 

AFRICAZ campaign on t To fronts, on the sea, on th 

land and in the air. 
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the effort put into this campaign, it is essential to 

consider the time and space factors involved. toirstly 

I there was the task of bringing to the ï: i ddle 'ast the 

Ivast numbers of personnel and increased tonnages of 

Faze 4.' 

,1 L LE ï:. DISTANCE 

In order to appreciate the significance of 

materials drawn from all parts of the world, secondly 
1 

there was the movement out of the Main ease and un to 

!the forces in the field of great quantities of supplies 

essential to maintain the momentum of our offensive. 

This is shown diagramatically in Appendices 'lz' and 

4. TEE G.h.:,. i E ICSiL ORGAlaSATIO.g. 

The functions of an Army Medical organis- 

ation in a campaign are (1) to maintain good health 

and prevent disease in the force, (2) to collect, 

evacuate and distribute the sick and wounded from the 

forward area and (3) to- ensure that s i ck and wounded 

are given efficient treatment. (Field Service 

Regulations, 1930, Vol.1 (Chap. -::LI, Sec.68), Nichols 

(1940) (Chaff p . I I)) . 

IL is not intended here to explain at 

length the basic details of an Army Medical 

Organisation; these are adequately described in Field 

Service Regulations, 1930, Vol.I (Chaps. XV and XVI) , 

Training (1935) , Regulations for the Medical 

Services of the Army (1938) and by Nichols k1940). 

The head of the medical organisation in the 

Middle East Force and adviser to the Commander-in-Chi 

was the Director of Medical Services (ll..s.) 

f 
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iiLt the i ïedi cal Directorate, t . i. . ,1'.. ; .F . the D . ú . .ì . 

ad an administrative and consultant staff. 

The administrative staff, controlled by a 

eputy Director of Liedical 6ervices ( rigadier), had a 

ìucleus of three main sections headed by Assistant 

:Directors (one Colonel and two Lieut -Colonels) each 

,lassisted by a Deputy assistant Director (ï §'_ajor) . Section 

I dealt with planning, organisation, 2olicy, formation and 

moves of units, training and evacuation arrangements. 

section II dealt with personnel, war establishments, 

medical boards, cláims and hospital charges. Section 

}III dealt with all questions relating to medical and 

lydnance equipment of medical units. Other sections 

f the administrative staff dealt with (a) hygiene, 

reventive medicine, and vital statistics (b) oatholog 

Lc) dental services and (d) nursing services. 

The Director of Medical Services, .:aj or- General, 

3ir Percy i. TG L 4:ÜZ , 
i.,, 

C B.E. . 3. ,1J.;.0. ,F.r ...P. ,I.l .P. 

ánd his administrative and consultant medical staff 

Conned a highly caoable team, whose experience, ability 

la 
nd coo aeration enabled the Medical services in the 

Addle East to function efficiently and smoothly. 

under Major -General Sir Percy TG: LlivoUid's inspiring 

leadership ,a very harmonious relationship existed 

between the Medical and other branches of G.H..¡. from 

whom the greatest cooperation in matters affecting the 

medical services was always obtained. 

The representative of the D.: =:. in the field 
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as the D.D... EIGHTH AREY who was also Adviser to 

the G.O.C. IGHTH AltAY and commanded EIGHTH medical 

units. 

5. aPELIATIO.LIAL D , 

e Map - Appendix ) 

The Axis offensiv.e was launched on 28th iday 

1942 aainst our oositions at (iAZ.i.LA and 31E. 

LI -1-,--,.Chhaai was evacuated on. 11th June and our forces 

were withdrawn from GAZALA oositions on 15th June. 

t this time T3RITh was the forward hospital base wherd 

la General Josoital (1000 beds) had, with an advanced 

DeDot of Liedical stores, been located since the 

siege in summer 1941. 

For some time before the Axis offensive was 

launched in Lay 1942 we had been prearin for an 

1 

offensive. Towards this end the destern Desert Railway 

as being extended ta,:ards 13E.11.'1') and the moveiaent of 
! 

1 

War materials was in hand by road from CAPUZZO. 
I 

bonstruction of the railway was continued after the 
, 

, 

ki.xis offensive besan, and the railhead at JEL 
1 

as 07)ened on 12th June, just before our withdrawal from 
, 

Ue k..A2.;;LL,'1. positions began. Ambulance Trains however, 

Lever went farther v:est than CA17'UZZU. 
1 

1 

FALL OF TOBRUK 

1 TOBRUK fell on 19th June as we were 

1 

withdrawing towards the EGYT.1142LL\T frontier and tip TO725Rt.i. 

ospital ana the Advanced Depot of Medical ,)tores were 

ap tur ed comp le te . Fortunate hr all but a few 

1 
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,atients had been evacuated by hoe ital ship and by 

load to the base, (by 1:iotor Ambulance Convoy and Anbula-ice 

Car Company by road to CAPUGZO anti ATUH a i from both! 

1 y Ambulance Train to the NILE DELTA) . 

;'YI1HDRA4í-.L TO 1+F i AMEIi 

Our withdrawal continued across the ..)tiara 

Frontier into EGY.rT and the Axis follow up was rapid. 

re lost SIDI EA:ttiiAI then - 
J IA and on 30th dune 

the enemy, still pressing g forward, made contact with oui ' 

;L .«LA,:'ïLI_ defences, some 60 miles west of AL.FL . .0.1.A. 

During the withdrawal an .L.it: Y .._. JIC 

(.01 !'IfJ2iATIo :- t` s, was selected twenty-five miles 

IDehind the :EL AL.I'IEIN line at C41-1A2.:1: I:YA (see Appendixi 
i 

D') lying between the desert road and railway, having j 

il small railway station which served as an ambulance 

Irain siding. i Casualty Clearing station, a jîobile 

`Iilitary Hospital, a South African and an Indian C.C.S. 

Ivere located here together with two Field A_nbulances 

and an Advanced Depot of Medical :Stores. These units 

vere gradually thinned out and sent to base to rest 

Lad re- equip. Evacuation from the Medical Area at 

ILd: i IY T was by Ambulance Train to SUEZ CANAL Area 

fiosoitais. 

6. THE EL ALA MEIN LINE 

At EL ALAMEIN the EIC4HTE. AEUY, now under the 

2e °sonal command of General Sir Claude AUC _I LECE, 

l - ._1 .,. -c .. ... r 7.L. ^.J.,'1,.,v.IJ..L,.wJ.V., .17. 

c ontinued. to deve lo - the system 

E . ,A.D. C. dug in and 

of defences which, 
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stretching fraa the sea to the »TTE Depression, 

were eventually to :(-.)-rove too strong for the 

9. ailADJU.=.11 cf2 THE .t.3x:L6E 

The withdrawal of the EIGHTH AELIY to 2osit4ns 
on the EL defence system; and the ossibili ty 

that at the beginning of July 1942 the 21-;:is might not 

be finally halted at EL EIN, (indeed it ;:as 

appreciated that with the iILE DELTA aLdost in sight, 

Marshal -t0M2TEL, as soon as his forces were rested and. 

reorganised, would launch further attacks) , led to 

and 111e:nentation of ,acasures which 

to be tai-en to readjust the Lain Ease. Certain 

cons iderati on 

were 

base installations in the Aidai.IY_A Area (20 riles 
-,21.La::_,,....i.hil;) were evacuated elsewhere to safe 

areas, and the hospitals in .1,1E-a-- JLITA assumed the rol 
of ,;.0.6s. by clearance of patients and reduction of 

their staff and equiernent. The hospitals at .1-,...I.RI.L.s. 

and at UI;riI (20 __I-Iles east of AL2LL-1..":.JJI;,.) were 

cleared and. --_aovad to 3LRIÁ and the .-_,'0Di,..1.4. i..,edical 

units and medical stores in the CAL-'60 and -AXEL Ca..nal 

?rea 'Jere thinned out and dispersed to safe areas thro4h- 

out the -iddle ast. In the liTai , a reserve hospital 

area was established in the event of the -ILE valley 

being used for the evacuation of casualties. 

le. 3TAEILL3ATICZ. O.i THE 

During the latter 1.).art of July two a.ttelrk3t3 

were made by the '1.1IGITII ARMY to dislodge the enemy. 
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oth -failed chiefly throuZn lack of men and wealpons; 

ut by early August the ..-Ii. A1211.2111 battle front was 

i'inally stabilised in an ap:Droxiruate north and south 

¡Lie f'ro_:a TEL EL: EISA to -LE:EIVLAT, about 40 miles from 

4:IAIZA. 

11. GAl;ILLT Li.-EDICILL it2L&A 

The ...;MICAL AREA at Gi.,:-L.it 3A.,:11.A.T then 

became, and was developed as, the focal Joint of EIGHTH 

ILL'iliPZ medical services aild ambulance train rai lhead u.,-) 

ill, during, and for a short -)eriod after the battle 
f EL ILLL.T.EliT. 
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li iTIUic ()it i DV10E FROE. .b LLEL 

ist August - 23rd October 1942 ) 

1. TLE GEINERii.L ITLiIOi - LGU3T 19.42 

On rd August, the Rt. Hon. 

1,iinister of GREid ILIi. visited 

'the liddle East. 

On 13th August, the canaand of the 

WilGhTH iaiY was taken over by Lt-General 

On 15 August, the 1,:on. ir aro1d R.L.G. 

D S O. assumed the 

aopointuent of Comaander-in-C;hief, -iddle East Force. 

It decided at this juncture not to 

attauot further attacks on the Axis at EL until 

a strong force, particularly in amour had been built 

up. Before this could take )1ace, however, it was 

aporeciated that the enemy would attack. This the 

eneay did at the end of August by breaking through the 

rainefiolds i\orth of and moving jorth-d;as t 

up to 1-1.1,,IL hALL,Yxt. positions (see Appendix 'i)'). 13 Cor)s 

Ja.s, given the task of stopping the attack without itself 

incurring heavy casualties. This was effected 

successfully with the help of the who 

concentrated on the destruction of the eneuy's supply 

echelons. 

villen the enemy withdrew after some ten 

¡days fighting he retained possession of the minefields 
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north of lL.UiEfl AT and the iaak3SIii locality. gut it f 

was appreciated that with the casualties he incurred 

the enemy would be ialost unlikely to attack again for 

:some considerable time, 
. 
and preparations for our attack 

began at once and consisted in the field of :- 

(a) the formation of iO Corps as a powerful 

armoured striking force. 

(b) intensive training in breaking through enemy 

minefields at night. 

O. H. . 

From the aspect, the period 1st 

August to 23rd October l °42 was devoted by all branches 

three main tasks :- 
a Reorganising the l GilT rte: k and providing i 

with personnel, vehicles and eouipinent to 

replace losses and wastage and so bring it, 

as far as possible, up to full scale efficiency. 

(b) Establishing within easy reach of E I iTH ÀR. Y I 

at places selected by their Administrative 

Staff the large quantities of war material 

required to enable the Army to assume a full' 

scale offensive. 

(c) Planning ahead in conjunction with the and 

R...r . to ensure that, if and when the offensive 

was successful, the administrative machine 

would be geared to sustain the momentum of 

the offensive regardless of where the pursuit 

of the enemy might lead the EIGHTH AR Y. 
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3. 1.CITI,)1(m2. (U T3 

turing this )eriod new formations and 

reinforcements arrived from "U.K. and at the opening of 

the offensive on 23rd October, LICLTn constitutedi 

a powerful striking force consisting of U.K., Australian, 

.dew Zealand, (.:Aouth African, Indian, Free 2rench and 

Greek Troor)s. 

A.A.L.C. reinforcements on arrival were 

sent to the A.A.:L.0: Base Depot whence they were sent 
: 

;forward to D.D.11:,.3. EIGHTH AitEZ on demand. 

4. -±,auvisioll 02 V1CLES 

At the beginning of August, all the 

snits were deficient in trans3ort. To 

'aggravate this deficiency a considerable percentage 

of vehicles was in a bad condition after long use in 

the desert. 

The task of making good this total 

deficiency and of weeding .out the worst of the existing 

vehicles was complicated by three factors :- 

(i) The new formations arriving from U.K. were 

without their full scale of transport, which 

in any case was lower than the scale found 

by experience to be essential for desert 

warfare. 

(fi) Unbalanced intake of vehicles. During the 

greater part of this period no 15-cwt trucks 

arrived in Middle East. As a result units 

anA formations were equipped instead with 
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bantams and three-ton lorries, this 

improvisation being possible owing to a good 

intake of bantams at the time. Later , when 

the inflow of bantams slackened; 15-cwt 

trucks were again coming forward satisfactorily. 

To some extent therefore; one type of 

vehicle offset the other. 

(iii) A great Dr000rtion of the vehicle intake at 

this time consisted of non-desertworthy 

30-cwt vehicles. This was counteracted by 

giving priority to the repair and overhaul 

of desertworthy (aptly nicknamed "desertweary") 

vehicles in workshops. 

Note "Desertworthy" means a vehicle 

fitted with large tyres and of 

sufficient horsepower to enable it 

to traverse all types of terrain - 

hard road and soft sand - found in 

the estern Desert. 

Z. FOOD SUPPLI1J15 

The supply of normal rations t'as 

adequately maintained and at the same time large reserves 

were made available at the Advanced Ease ready for the 

advance. 

in addition to normal rations,,u,IGETh 

because of its proximity to the lat]Lbi., was kept supplied 

with fresh fruit and vegetables on a greater scale than 

ever before. This was done in spite of the fact that at 



that time of the year both Quantity and Quality of 

fresh vegetables were at their worst, and that the 

hot weather caused deterioration of these supplies 

during transportation. 

if pEl2au44 CIL i1) ìtIC Ti 

petrol, oil and lubricants were in ample 

supoly, the only difficulty being the provision of 

sufficient containers owing to the recuiralents of 

].-L-L.Td4.--Y reserve dump programmes, Jnd the building 

up of reserves at íIi YA. and_ 

7 . mova,IEI,ITs AND TRAi.a0ORTiLTION 

The enormous Middle East programme of 

movement by road, rail, sea and air of troops and stor4s 

during this period entailed a great strain on the 

executive and planning staffs of the G.H.. Lov. and Tn. 

branch and on their resources. 

8. -14L,1 Km-c, 

jhile the work of re-equipping the Array 

with personnel, vehicles and equipmen, and providing 

the reserves required for the offensive, was in progreSs, 

iplans, were made to ensure that, once the advance began, 

the L of C could be developed at the speed necessary 

to ensure the momentum of the Army. 

From the medical aspect this meant 

careful preparation for the hygiene control o-new 

areas, the snoothevacuation of.patients and the 

adequate provision of medical supplies. 



If forced to withdraw, the enemy, given 

time, would carry out demolitions so as to delay our 

advance as much as possible. In the destexn Dese-rt it 

was difficult to impose delay on :nobile fighting troops 

except by the occupation of defensive ,,Osi tions w=1ich 

::east be broken or turned. un the other hend, the 

eakamentun of an advance could be slowed down if the 

vital administrative arteries were seriously damaged 

and took lOn_ to res_ìü7.r. it was necessary, therefore, 

so to t'L1ca.'t`, deïaoli ti 0ns on the administrative 

arteries could be rapidly overcome. Action was 

concentrated on measures to ensure s 

(a) rapid repair of the western Desert Railway which; 

until the port of TOBRUK was captured and opened 

would be the main line of suroly. 
l 

(b) the rapid repair of the :`este?n.)esert water pipeline, 

without which the destern Desert railway could nbt 

function at maximum efficiency, nor could the toal 

water reLluireents of the Army be met. 

(c) the rapid reoa.ir of the western Desert eZoad west: 

of such railheads as were open. 

(d) The rapid opening and operation of harbours west 

of EL . Lt.'i .1.1d to give additional, though li_Zited 

supply by sea. until 'OBRUK kort itself could be 

-opened and operated. 

e) the quick delivery of urgent fighting and other 

(including medical) stores from base, to for ward 

troops. 

(f) the rapid evacuation of casualties and sick. 
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The follayinz prenartions were made for 

the rapid provision of water in view of it being a most 

vital commodity 

(a) IilaItaatar.a Desert QJj A considerable 

mileage of pipeline was nioved to EiJ and a 

specially equipped party was held ready to 

ooerate along the old pipeline to repair 

demolitions and test such pipe as was considered 

undamaged. ILrrange:Laents were made to lay a 

duplicate Pi)eline from EIJ to Jr,-Lia, and 

the ALALLEI»f pumphouse was connected to keep both 

pipelines filled. 

(b) Ac.uadluta R.E. parties were organised for the 

purpose of repairing the aqueducts at .:(a);6H, 

and elsewhere. 

(e) ; R.E. well boring sections were provided fOr 

drilling at FDKA and other points where it was 

known water could be obtained. 

(d) Pumos A large number of pumps were issded to 

EIGHTH ALAY to be earmarked for soecific purposes 

e.g. pipeline and deep wells. 

(e) z).1,4)91y 1y ea To ensure against any breakdown 

of the above arrangements, preparations were also 

made to supply water by sea at short notice for 

personnel. This was done as follows ;- 

(i) holding at AliHTNADAI4 a large reserve of 

condemned 44-gallon drums lined with hard 

bitumen for rapid filling and loading in 
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ships as required. 

(ii) storing water in 4-gallon tins, and 2-gallon 

welded containers lTUO.-, for despatch 

by rail, road and sea. 

(iii) holding in readiness three water barges 

(approx. total capacity 87,000 gallons) 

for receiving water from water-ships and 

for Dumping it ashore. 

10. 0.4)Elia-4:,:G (1)L,102 sii.L.D 'PORTS 

la) Outltue_Liaz 

The early capture and operation of a 

¡harbour or port was Laportant. The enemy, if at all 

!practicable, would do all he could to block harbour or 

Port entrances and to demolish such Dort facilities as 

- :existed at the time of his occupation. 

The G.H.. outline plan was to operate 

first HaRJAIiiiiaLla followed by BARDIA and/or SOLLUM, 

TOBRUK and BILGA.I. As the advance 'progressed the 

rearward harbours and ports were to be closed, or the 

capacity reduced so that the port operation personnel 

and craft could be moved forward. TOBRUK would be the 

first port capable of being made to handle considerable 

tonnage and to take hospital ships. 

(..b) Oneniagaildi41211atiaaQtrilzInaLaZta 

.Preparations were made by the Anny and 2.avy 

to ensure the immediate clearance of obstructions in 

captured harbours and ports, and also for the Provision 

Of personnel and harbour-craft to operate these ports 

with the minimum de lay. 
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11. 

(a) The forward areas of the EIGHTH in the 

EL ALL.,E1.1\i line 7ere only 40 miles from 

which, with depots and hospitals in 

area, now constituted the first 

Advanced Base for the EIGETE 

Fran this Advanced Base communication with 

the Main Base (i.e. .E'1/4_4'11-2, east of the .ul',1".-.IEgifIA 

branch of the was by rail and road. 

lb) it was foreseen that the maintenance of ilaGHTH 
AiiLlY, when it reached EL A.C4'.2,T ILA and was 

Preparing to enter TIPOLITiIA, would become 

extremely difficult, without the establishraent 

of new Advanced -bases. 

ri'LLIZUK was selected as the second advanced 

base as it had a good harbour and could be 

served by sea and road until the raiLiay was 

reo-pened. This was to become the advanced 

base for the next stage of the advance: the 

capture of ,_)1111.)I and exploitation to the 

Eastern T.Lar'Ci.,111,,c,Lili frontier. 

(c) HoL,IG-hu,31 would then become the next and true 

Advanced Base for subsequent operations and 

could be served by sea and road through TOBRÚK, 

which jdìbeing the terminus of tile Western Desert 

Railway, would play its part as an Auxiliary 

'Advanced Base for some time. 
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The )olicy for the for,3ation, develozient 

an ,1. control of such Advanced Eases as -,;ere to 

be established as the advance orogresseci was 

discussed with the =I= .2= and the 
folloinn-, in ,7sneral ter:as; as the a-reed 

division of res)onsibility 

(i) Resonsibility for the formation of an 

Advanced Ease, the nature of base 

units (e.q. hos2itals end de)ots) ana 

resel;ves to be held would be decifLed' 

in consultation with 

(ii) itesponsibility for tile initial orking 

of and' captured port 7:auld rest with» 

EIGHTH A2HY. 

(iii) Three stages in develoent were 

accepted. 

Stacxe I. Initial layout to ensure that 

the LluAediate requirerientsof 

EIGHTH .iaTZ were met withollit 

delay; responsibility for this 

rested with EIGHTH 

.tage II. !Jstablishment of advanced 

depots and hospitals in 

accordance with G.E.Q. policy 

was to be determined at, the 

carne time. G.H.Q. had to 

ensure by close cooperatio4 
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with EIGHTH :t.13:1,11L that 

developments necessary tó 

establish the Advanced .Tiase did 

not interfere with .r.11.0EThi...tiZ's 

initial maintenance reouiretaents. 

The planning for this stage had 

to be undertaken as early as possi-cle 

and as effecte(9 as follows ¡- 

(î) The first key :Jan. and 

maintenance project was to be 

prepared by and discussed 

with EIGHT:.: 

(ii) D..1,L.G.,(G.1-1.. with a. 

small reconnaissance party 

was to proceed to the new adv4.nced 

base area as soon az EIGHTH 

indicated that the reconnaissance 

could be carried out. 

1-L in 

conaultatiOn with 

EIGHTH was to decide second 

key lan and revised aaintenance 

project. This procedure was 

followed throughout the ca4paign 

_. and worked satisfactorily. 

stage III. There was to be full development 

of the Advanced Base in 

with policyi 

the responsibility for this 
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diminished and even cessation of .production of 

certain ite:i.s owin' to world wide shortage of 

raw materials, for exo ple, quinine. £'urther, it 

was vital to cut don as much as possible the 

d aaands on the merchant a vy and the noyai .navy, 

(to Evoid bringing itens thousands of piles by 

sea) by taking full advantage of every item 

f llin into our hands. This iirlie7 strict 

injunctions to all ranks to guard, and avoid 

the u f ar i of, any captured medical stores 

until they could be collected, sorted out 

and distributed according to needs . The items 

;'which vvere most sout"ht after were 

(i) uinine products 

(ii) X -ray tubes and apparatus 

(iii) h a.rgical instrum is 

(iv) Laboratory equipment and microsco es 

(v) Rubber articles. 

Salvage of all items of any equipment, both of 

our own and captured, results in their being 

used in one form or another. Here are examples 

of the medical use to 'r Bich certain general 

items from salvage can be put - 
(i) moscjuito netting for use as tulle Bras 

(ii) muslin map- backing for alas ter of 

Paris bandages 

(iii) unserviceable parachute silk for 

occupational therapy 

(iv) tin for ;`:'.king containers to hold 
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presterilized dressings. 

(b) Tere were few salvage units at the 

beginning of the offensive and consequently 

they could provide only the foundations for 

salvage operations, their main functions being:- 

(i) to establish and operate dumps on they 

sucoly route and a t Railhead. 

(ii) to sort material at dui_ajs for use 

forvard, or f'or evcuation as reouired 
. t 

services. 

(iii) to carry out collection of special 

ite:s. 
(iv) to safeguard captured dumps as far as 

possible until the services were able 

to taie over. 

T.he Army issued comprehensive instructions 

as to the furnishing of information regarding - 

captured enemy material, the 'protection of 

valuable salvage until taken over, and the 

method of evacuating salvage etc., G.} 

is sued an order of priority for recovery and 

evacuation of equipment in which quinine drugs 

X-ray apparatus, and surgical and laboratory; 

equip dent took a high place. 

15. EIGHTH 1-iRL - AUGUST 1942 

(a) On the EL front 13 Corps had an 

Advanced Surgical Centre at ï EL HALA. This Centre 

con riled the light section of a h: obile C.C.S., the 
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.=turLical'taam of a Zew _;alend Field l'.mbulance and a 

TrElnsfusion Unit. T-n bee.s -,Tere available for 

Lrave post-ol)er tive cases - )articularly Lbdo-qinal and 

'thoracic - to eJt of retaation an.3 nursing prior to 

V,ir evacuation to base. 

) Lobilo J. . was established at the Armi 

Iliadic:a:. Area 11-2-J:LT with adecraate surgical and 

sl)e cialist assistance. 
(e) Evacuation f_a_l the Advnoeã furgical Centrle 

to ci IïT was by aAbulance C'Er. 

roi ALi,L1:: -EL ..EZ1j1A. to G1-4.1.1:CI:LT7ArP 

abularice cars did the journey slowly and care-Fully.) 

(d) On several occasions, by arrangement, 

( The de sert tr'ack 

were rough, OU L. 

s 

ab-u.lance aircraft alighted on the 1,-L(11,1 EL H.ALE. medic* 

rea and were loaded with cases for evacuation with thé 

-).LiLn of delay. 

( e ) From G-HAaT3i.,1TI'.1.-.A.T evacuation of sick and . 

ounded was by road, rail and air to base. 

(i) the r1ìaj oritz by daily Arabulance Train to 

LtIA and -3t1-2., CAILLL area hospitals' 

(ii) soZle by road to "Lli,iialt-J-L 

onbulance aircraft we 72 2 used for evacuation 

of serious, and special cases (e.g. 

(including ophthalmic) thoracic and 

maxillo-facial) to a:ILI1-10 hospitals and 

cranial, 

snacicl centres. 
"1-1:1AT was within the zone of fighter 

tLanding ;':-rounds and as transport lanes did not fly in 

"this area they were not available for evacuation. It 
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17 THE 

The withdrawal to EL nid.LL and ti: e subseouent 

Concentration of forces on a narrow front was a matter 

Of treat COT1C,Z.Trl to those res.Qonsible for the hygiene 

and preservation of the health of the troojs. The 

factors cauting anxiety can be suli.narised as follows 

(Gear 1944) :- 
(i) It was 

associated diseases. 
:summer, the season of flies and their 

(ii) The exhausted condition of t1 troops. 

(ill) The slackening of unit and individual hygiene 

disciipline during the wi thdrawal artly 
owing to our troops bein.; very tired. 

(iv) The mass of hygienically uncontrollable 

natives who had been swept back by the 

battle to the rear of 2.1., 

(v) The further fouling of ti-e area Ly our o'itm 

troops. 
The f1i--lague breed.in,- on the insanitary 
battlefie 

-Eearin in :And the difficulties of olace 

tiale, the lack of trained :-.)rssnnel and apTaratus, 

:and an army, a good -Dr 0:)ortion of Which was still, 7T.71 

the conditions in sub-trooic 1 r e Lions and, 

still lacking to so:-.is extent in hygiene 

the nt6asures adopted r-,revent diseases nd to 

the fitness and viLour of the troot,s were hiLhly 

sa.tiefactory. 

The various measures taken to deal with ti-Je 
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hygiene oroblaIl are c'iscussed below. These entailed 

esseaZdally a quick revision of the field hygiene 

oranisation. .;,s a result the situation was vastly. 

inproved and our force -:las not incaacitated. hot so 

with the enaly, ;;Itth uhoi, it was later ascertained 

excremental diseases had played hovoc resulting in the 

weakening of his fighting strength and of ha energy, 

will, and ability to resist our 2o1.erful autumn 

offensive. 

Steps were also taken in the prevention of 

Typhus Fever, Desert ,:ores, Vitamin Deficienc:: Diseases, 

-'1.;rns in Anaoured Fighting Vehicles, etc., during the 

battle aid the advance. 

dation scales and niethods of feeding and cooking 

in tna field also received particular consideration. Tha 

increased mobility and wide dispersal of the modem 

fighting force tad created a host of new hygiene probleMa 

Of which the method of supply, composition and cooking Of 

food were tha moat iluoortant. 

18. FIELD HYGIEM SECTIOUS 

The standard organisation of Field Hygiene 

sections and of unit water duty and sanitary personnel, 

vitas found to be too rigid, especially to meet the 

mobility and kaleidoscopic conditions of desert 

warfare. 

To overcome these defects and to prepare for ! 

the advance of EIGHTH idtiTI, a certain larorovised 

reorganisation was required. The principle governing 
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this reorganisation was that field 'Zygiene jections 

would not, rigidly adhere to their divisions, but be 

held as Corps and r:fly 3ools, for emolorient according 

to the needs of the situation. 

Its an-)lication to the _LD''21-L;:17 for the 

battle period_ was Tiade on the plan that 13 Corns would 

not follow wo in the event of a successful attaa: out 

that 10 Corps woulr'. press forward after the enemy. 'Jor)s 

ouos, each of three 2ield yisrie :6ections, were 

- formed.. In tha case of 1U Corps, 1/4..omaanding OflicerS 

and detachments of the sections were with briades 

;while a Corps unit under 7 Liht field irgiene zJection, 

Hflith all disinfectors and workshops,vas located .,.dth 

13 Corps. 

19. IGLi 1E OGL3AII0f L CTUR]D 

Arcangemaats were aade for the Droner hy.;7iend 

supervision of 

(a) our awn troops ensuring their cleanliness by 

provision of bath units and fis infestare, 

(b) the clearance of the battlefield once the battle I 

was over, 

(c) all new areas which were to serve as Lines of 

Caddnunication, 

(d) the cleaning up of fouled areas, 

(e) the. purification of ,Gter smplies, 

(f) the delousing and accoodation o:t1 prisoners of war. 

Field Hygiene :jections were detailed in advance 

for these duties aad adecuate hygiene stores were nade 

available. 4Liene officers were included in the staffs 
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10f1,_;DILiG 

(a) J,,Atle itationq 

i-revious desert operations ha ;1 Paused anxiety 

fro" a medical point of view o-Ang to the 

retention of tr000s for long periods on a battle 

ration designed for a week. 2irst thou71ts on 

the reedy were the proposal of a ration scale 

capable of sustLininY men for -)eriods of 

several weeks, and yet neither too bulky nor too 

difficult for use in the ance of water and 
cooking facilities. however, this was 

unacceptable oin to its weight ani the variety 

of items. _1;ventuallLr a new battle ration of 

apiroxiaately 3,10C calories per :flan per day was 

evolved, for use for an absolute maxima perioi 

of tan days. It was a great advance on the old 

battle ration in :)rovidinE variety; including 

such items as sausages, cheese, jam, onions, 

and tinned fish. 1.edical concern that the Period 

of ten days should not be exceeded was fully 

aii)reciated by the authorities. In spite 

of severe liiits to source and ou?ply, esPecially 

of imported tinned food and of fresh food 
1 

suitable for long transportation, the aim was 
1 

that the EIGHTH tail should -1'o into battle wit41 

well-balanced rations, designed to keep it going; 

to keeo it vigorous, and to ward off _food 

deficiency diseases. 



(b) Distribution and Cooltólipl4id. 

However satisfactorily a well-balanced, adequate 

ration aaerges from 3upply tores 

much can haopen to destroy its value before 

consumbtion by the troo)s. This aspect of feeding 

the trooDs has been as difficult as any, as diS-oersal 

of tr000s resulted in the disa,D:)earance of 

organised company cooking in the field. in its 

place each small group, usually each vehicle 
' 

crew, had to fend for itself. Vehicle or 

sectional coo?,:ing,INas very unsatisfactory. 

iell cooked .aeals at regular intervals were 

'replaced by casual feeding "out of a tin". 

There was waste of rations, and debris from 

cooking and feedin,75Wes scattered carelessly 

over camping areas. h corollary to this oroblea 

arose in the case of :L.g.V's. Fighting all day, 

leaguered in blackout conditions at night when 

too tired to look after themselves, tns crews 

of tanks and araoured cars had too frequently 

been unable to get more than a bite of a 

biscuit now and then. 

To counter this unsatisfactory state of affairs, 

it was arranged that company cooking should be 

reintroduced and, e:zceot in actual highly mobile 

phases, most units during the oberations were 

using it. A mobile cookhouse was designed to 

carry hot meals forward to the fighting A...15's7" 

crews. The mobile cookhouse consisted of a 3-ton 
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lorry Ath detachable cooking.' eciuipment whi 6.h 

could be changed from one lorry to another in case 

of need. Three such lorries orovided full cooking 

facilities for en 2'ir:aoured 'eFiment. 

(c) Pack Rations for Armoured Ficintin Vehicles 

A further soecial ration orobleu which received 

some attention prior to ooerations .a.s the 

provision of a oack ration for A.F.Vs. Tanks and 

arinoui e d cars had to face lon -periods o± 

isolation or great stress, had to be self-contained 

to meet such emerenci es and tha rrovision of 

food, includin,g licjuids led to the trial of 

.packs oroduced in the United Idndom) of two-men 

and three-men one -day rations and on a smaller 

scale 01 an Ameri can pack ra ti on . in añition, 
most --1..F.Vs. were suodlied with s Decial half-galion 

theriaos containers for hot drinks. The problela 

was still under consideration and no final decision 

laade irlor to the o_)eration as to the f orm and 

content of packs as a sufficient variety could not 

be produced to suit all tastes add certain items 

e.g. margarine ,tended to deteriorate in 

Eventually a. but highly stLaulatinz ration 

; yas evolved consisting of 1/160th gallon of run, 

2-ozs of boiled sweets and 2-ozs of chocolate. 

- 
; 

AILL;kAll'ED 

There were .caany hygiene problems associated 

with armoured formations, such as feeding and 
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Clothing the crews, visual devices, cooling of tanks 

etc. 

The problefls of feeding Armoured Fighiing 

Vehicle crews, and of supglyin ack rations, have been 

riefly discussed above. 

The experience of tank battles in June and July 

1042 had shown that in the YLidd_i_e u. no spe ci al 

Cooling arrangements were remlired as heat exhaustion and 

heatstroke did not appear. 

2urns were a E'erious pr oblem. Investigation ' 

into their incidence and distribution sho-,ed how 

importent in reventioll ordinary clotbinc- :as. An order 

vas consec,uently issued that tank crekis should go into 

battle wearing slacks and long sleeved shirts, to 

reduce exposed areas of skin to the minimum. 

liCIDECE 

(a) Climatic conditions, Jar se (in ,soite of heat, 

humid ty and sandstorms ) did not create any health, 

problems during the :nonths of preparation for the 

offensive. 

(b) General i_ealth 

A uniform method of rendering sick attendanceS 

at :Cledical Inspection ooms end admissions to Fiel. 

Medical Units in Divisions and Independent LrigadeS 

was initiated. The proforma used was a monthly 

return indicating (a) disease (b) number of firs t 

attendances (c) number admitted to medical units. 

This return was submitted to the of Division 

or of Independent Brigade who consolidated 



the returns 

_ . 
, 

.l' . 

l'ac,e O4 

and forwarded them to D. 

The return did not include men attendi 

for routine inspections, reporting discharge frcuì 

hos- .,ital or for Jost- hos,ital treatment. 

Table I shows the daily adn iss ion rate of sick 

in EIGHTH t I' :.i during August (2.42 er 1,00 

strength) a d 3e ,) L e bp r 19 42 (1.96 ìer 1, Vil ̀ 

strength). It is a s trii-king index of the 

excellent health of the Army and especially of 

the improvement which was maintained up till and 

throughout the offensive. 

Table II indicates the Princicae diseases 

causing adds,_ ion to __ief_ical units in 

selected from records. This table, read in 

conjunction-with Table T, demonstrates that rauch 

IAEVETABLE sickness occurred e.`. dysentery and 

diarrhoea, in ±lannration of areolar tissue and 

accidental injuries. The sharp rise (G.24 to 

'2.53 ;per 1,000 strength)- in infective hepatitis 

in ieptenber indicates the beginnia of th 

infective hepatitis "seasc_." . It is worthy to 

note that out of 449 cases in September, o 6 

occurred in the LL ew Zealand and -Australian divisions. 

Accidental injuries and burns were an important " 

cause of wastage. 

f.Y.D.ryrexia was high during August (6.72 lei' 

1,000 trength) and $ep tember (6.05 per 1,000 strength) 

and was considered to be largely due to malaria. 

At the end of August a obj,le Bacteriological 
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Laboratory was sent to the EIGHTH ¡ :Y. C.U.S. Area 

at GH RBANIYAT and was instrumental in diagnosing 

the malaria cases before evacuations thereby 

reducing the incidence of "NV-YD Pyrexia". ialaria 

occurred mainly in 9th Australian Division which had 

arrived from SYRIA. 

(c) Dysentery and Diarrhoea. 

During the early preparatory stage, and right 

up to the commencement of the battles the high 

incidence of these diseases caused much anxiety. 

It was a combination of seasonal changes strict 

controls and disciplinary measures which reduced 

the fly population and the incidence of this group 

of diseases. Apart from the pre- existing fouling 

of the battle area of EL ALAMEIN, and carelessness 

due to the retreats the main insanitary feature in 

the Army was the bad disposal of waste especially 

from scattered cooking points. Burial of refuse 

tas shown to be largely useless mainly on account of 

carelessness, and incineration consequently came to 

be accepted as the only safe method of preventing 

fly breeding. Disposal of nightsoil was successfully 

accomplished under desert conditions by the use of 

the incinerator -petrol -tin latrine (see Appendix ':,.'). 

A high incidence of dysentery was prevalent 

throughout the Middle East as well as in EIGHTH xrMY. 

During August, 3,807 cases were admitted to Middle 

East hospitals mainly from "unsalted" troops arriving 
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r.ur:inL the heiEht of the dysenterÿr season. The t,yr;e 

of dysentery was on the whole _r:ild; and of non- 

e,aider:lic variety. ht this ti:,?e su:li,1e treatent of 

bacillary dysentery 'was _ o1"i'1 out of fa`ì.[:io:P,, in 

favour of sul:ia,-u:nadine touL;i c_ * 

t'.îc latter res tricted its use to th? . .:,ore severe 

cases. 

_ 

i'ol_}.ovJ int; t112 învet t1;:.'L1on in i,"i 4l 

and ...ioyd further r eoorts on treat-.ls1 t of 

oe.czll ary dysenterj in 1 =iCid1e East ho: -ritals .il:.rv. 

made bi ÿ`ú.ullaÿ 1 ! ) , °: ïls ón < ï4: ) ul :ier 1S43 1 , 

,r 
3ui.1e x° and ?riest xx t 143 ) a :.endx°y U943). These 

officers re1.orted the su:oeriority of the sulohons.r:iides 

over saline trea. t.xent with .)acial reference to 

their soeciá:ici 1 u, to the resultant quick recovery 

Û.i1d c.i,,iinished convalescence, and to tie absence of 

ca7rolica.tions. äulphauanadine was generally 

preferred on account of its slow absor:Aion aL1d 

rarity of un:)lea.s.dnt side-effects. Tria.ls :aere 

carried out with succin,yl sul-Thathiazole and tle . 

results col:ioared fL':vOL;ira'fJly with nose of 

sulohaguanadine , a bs or:o ti on being ï lini,lal and toxic 

synroto::is being absent Cons.i'roD.ï.edicine 

(1943)). 

6i,ioidoscony was being more E;enerally cc:.rrie 

but in base hos ITi tals as a valuable diagnostic and, 

o nos tic measure in the later stages, and in ca 

which did not clear-up as Quickly as they should. 

A valuable memorandum on sig,aoidoscopy was issued 

ses 
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in ]:iddle -.2a.st at this time for the Luidance cf 

medical officers. The auta)rised scale of one 

si,-doidoscooe for a large general hospital was 

ind bata and Jas remedied by the esta3lisLmont of 

a central 2001 of si21oidosco'ies from which 

hospitals reuiring extra instrulyients could draw. 

(d ) inflaLa,iatiOri of the Ilreoler Tissue 

This conditiom was troublesome , having its 

1_'-;hest incidence in the desert in autu.an and 

because of its indolent nature was the cause of the 

loss of many men-hours of full duty. ha unfortunately 

common fallacy even c:_onE medical officers, was tha 

ooinion tnat its causative factor was an unbalanced 

diet. This was disproved by r..).y investigators 

and recorded by R-ichards 2943). Differfoent troops 

on the same rations showed difference incidence. 

Sonia with less satisfactory rations than others hot 

no desert sores, while even trou_ps cm full fresh 

scales shoved a hi-h incidence. .aa)Port (1942) 

Henderson (1943) and others in army reports 

revealed that the "dosert sore" affected mainly 

liL:nt-skinned oeo-ples from. t- ,erate 

living under desert conditions, i.e. excessive 

sunlight, fly irritation; lack of o:vortunities 

for :.as-ning liiichards(1943)) and sand or dust 

irritation. Africans and Indians altouh affeCt41_ 

were much less liable to desert sores than white men. 

BeLtley (1943) considered that the desert sore was 
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closely aciated with L12etigo contaZosa 

that it was ii:.robably a foin of bullous ioetio 
analogous to ].2e-:-i-1..1)hi:Yus conta.iosus 

A final factor waz the alzIost invariable 

occurrence of desert ores on those ery-osed oarts 

that were es:.;3ecial1y liable- to 1iìt injuries, ,sugh 

as the eljpows f or aanas ha r.ds and knees. 

there was such a his tor:f of :111102 injury a .g. 

cuts iì scratches. 

In ths treatment of desert sores the :.;;Io st 

successful laethos used were a,) occlusion with 

elastoplast (b) eusol dressings c) 3"): sulz)honilviide 

vaseline. Unit medical officers were advised to 

admit to.. or hosnital any cases 7,-;:hid-i did not, 

resoond to treati.ent within two weeks. 

Preventative :deasures which were *being 

introduced at the onset of the battle were 

reCoallendations to replace shorts with slacks, the 

insistence of f-li.ediate first-aid for all injuries, 

however -t,riviall and also the trial of a L)reventative 

cream a:iplied to the exoosed shin surfaces. This 

cream consisted of, 

odium Stearate 3 oarts 

Glycerine 

French Chalk 

Distilled :;iater 

1 part 

5 :parts 

10 parts 

and was an odourless, light greyish, non-greasy 

. cream which disappeared when rubbed into the skin. 



(a) 

3.9 

After usinz this crean a mininran of soap and water: 

tool: off all r.Lfeace; oil and dirt on the hands and 

wrists. It had bee_i devised to i)rotect drivers, 

artisans and artifices etc., whose hands wera 

continually in contact wit-ci paraffin, diesel oil 

or siailar 12roducts likely to ¿aise dematitis. 

(..,n the g_2ounds that desert sores were to a lar2e 

extent round in personnel iworl:ing with trans,Dort 

coi-.L1Janias and in -.20-21CS:10S, ;2iority of issue 'as 

mf,de to these. The results were generally ,00d 

but :aore a.,:tensive trials are necass2; to confirm 

its benefit in desert sores. 

.1)1 it-OS-r6.") 

In July 1942 the '..:onsultant Psychiatrist vted thalt 
evernere high, but that the effects 

1 

of fatigue and severe physical strain wer e also 

evident'. 

Durin his t 1:15 s-tayed. at 2ie1.-I 

iressinL (1.D.6s) and ':as able to see 

',: 
- " It as 2,. L) .L: .l....erosis) cases at an early 

o-vioUs that in une Ltress and hurry of battle a 

nuA.ber of casualties who should not have left the 

battle area were :in g evacuated as "BoLlb-shock', 
with 

c;treczs'r ana/siailar diafmoses. 

Many of them ware dehydrated, confused with 

a slow reaction time, and would fall asleef) on sitl,ing 

- 
or lyin dawn. Investi;zation proved that T= 

1 



casualties were lass 
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than 2:,(: cr'F' total End 

whereas with the usual diagnoses they were 7 - 

the total. The explanation was twofold, firstly, 

men were being unnecessarily evacuated to base ':rith 

labels like those already quoted, and secondly, large 

numbers of purely exhausted men were being labllad 

as tT:eurosion. It was accordingly reco..ed by 

the PsyciLiatrist that (a) the cZarloLi 

of- 
by , 

should be pe2-_itted an-9 ucled 

in suitable cases and (b) that rest 

stations run by 2ield Ambulances be establisted 

sonewhara along the coast to stop the tired soldier 

from being evacuated too far and thereby occuoying 

7Jos-,ital beds, to sa,-,y nothiAg of deTaeting unit 

strengths. 

The ..,..4p0,-,4s PrziL,,iL E=c6TiciT.-zaz adcoted ....ae ,-, - ,, 

forthwith in the Middle East and was later (in 

October) approved by War Office. It proved most 

useful as the first nervous symptoms were in fact 

the result of extreme fatigue. Th e diagnosis was 

also preferred by medical officers End patients 

to the label Y.1.). (--) which carried an undeserved 

stigma. The outlook in treatlent improved as the 

kne(ical officer was more willing to look a-teL, thi 

case. It was thought that the term 1-1=3ICAL 

might be dangerous in disguising the 

true neurotic cases but this was overcome by 

insisting that, if the symptoms under rest and 

observation persisted more than peven days , the 
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diaL;nosis was discarded and the fiagnosis 

or (1) ado)ted. 

An ED.:LT:Tr), Alabulance was zet aside 

for the care of 1.'3ica1 Ex:aaution cassc. It -.:ad 

located at IIII Cra ad issioJ-_ se cads 

were.allowed a good long slee-) as they were tired' 

out, often too tired to eat, and then -c-iven good 

,Leals and ;lore rest. The collettion and care of 

these cases at this Field A-1Lulance resulted in tIle 

return of th'briajority to their, units after a brief 

period of rest and convalescence without 

hospitalisation, reducing raaterially the sick 

wastage and earning the great al)reciation of unit 

comanders and men alike. 

2L5. 'LEE .REORG-Kf:ISATIO:: 1'1:E 

FIELD 1EDICAL UhIT 

The Period of preparation for the great EL 

+.1=1/: offensive -Jas re ,arkable in that although having 

-withdrawn in face of a fast .-aoving, well equipped and ' 

aeter.iinad eney, we were able so thoroughly and 

efficiently to LA)rove our Field _ledical Service that 

the standard of treatasat a casualty recoiv6d in the .41d 

as the Lighes'c, ever attained. By dint of pooling 

e:,perience of two and half years of desert warfare the 

inedical units assuiled Laany ..nd new successful features.' 

Increased mobility was the keynote of theiletauorDhosis 

We were building up a fighting force that was 

to be ready to surge forward as soon as the enemy broke 



'and it was essential to success that the ir1 y kot 
contact with the faE at re treatinF2- 

edical units must 

in 
enemy. This meant tht 

ever be on the C.:-.DOt` oiowin -a 

eollectin wounded, ivin aurgi cal treatnent at tha 

eariles t opportuni ty, and evacuating as ciuickly as 

)0ss ible 

The various new features are discussed under the 

headings t- 

(1) The Ariloured Units. 

(2) The _2'iel1 Ambulance and Lit ieJj i.uDu1enc. 

(3) The _Cone Casualty C1earin taticL.I. 

( ) Th Field urgical Unit. 

(5) Presterili:led 1.)re s sings. 

following 

T:EIE i'ILOUAED UlaTS 

(a) Ine 

In battle tha collection 02 wounded fron 

daaaLef ar loured cars and tans had always been a 

problem for the aadical officer. For this 

he had no vahicic on ti e e-iaental iar J]stablishaent 

but was usually allottal one or two smbuian ce cars fr on 

his brigade Light Field 1,.-.1..bula ia ca. It .als 7 however; 

hazardous and unsatisfactory for these vulnerable vehicles 

to approach a dat,a6ed tank in the heat of battle becausle 

the tank was usually still a target; only the wounded 

could 7,Ja rei:.oved leaving the untajured crew marooned 

E:Id likely also to become cas ua 1 Lies . .,1Prange.1ents wee 
; 

therefore aade to provide the ra51;irlant with a 15-cwt 

armoured car adapted to carry two stretchers and to act 



a cfs2111ty vehicle. This vz; tole was 

intended to carry a driver and a _iedical orderly 

to be dspatchea to disabled tanks Cr. ar;non- e d cars to 

collect casualti es and 1-oone,d_ crews. For thi s re as on 

it was inadvisable under the teras. o2 the C-eneva 

(..sonvelition to raark this vehicle with a rad cross. 

The reJiLental ...edical officer Jas discouraged from 

travelling in the ve dole as it was considered he should 

..iaar the .:.LE.-ISL 11..;, where he would easily be f ound 

and casualties brought to hia. 
(b) ccessibiliir of Tank First =-Lid 1/4Lut-2-1-ts 

Thou_zh not dire ctly ccncerned _ ;i-th. the 3 -Li C 

officer it is .)ertinent to _nention here that steps were 

;taken to :lace a first-aid box in an easily accessible: 

`place outside and at the rear of tanks. This was done 

-because it 7,7c,s omad that when a tank_ was knocked out 

:the crew had to jaiL;) out ici`liediately regardless of their 
wounds as the tank becarie a target. In the haste of 

doing this aaitted to tale with thela the firs t- 
id outfit, vhich was inside the tank and retrieving it 

was too dangerous an undertaking. 

2r7. (a.) THE FIELD 

The *lar Establishment scale of eight anfoulance 

cars was iound to be insufficient for t- Field 
::11.:Lbulance s carimi-Llents especially as jt was often called 

upon to detach ambulance cars for duty with .,L.rraoured 

-legi'.nents, motor battalions, patrols and colurans. r, 
; 

scale was therefore increased to twelve. 
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The bo7le Jar ,istablish,lent of Li1:A 

,:as not suited to desert needs and the sulaier 

of 124 wao occujied in adaptin in the light of 

experience Lained, the ha.ae esta.i_dish:at to desert 

recuirei.lehts by the provision of two e.:Ltra lorries 

, for carriaA: of Isese:ove 2etrol; water ,Tif rat,ions, anc7; 

the substitution for aotor-c:cles; ;ere of little 
of 

Ilse in the desert,/a 2ro)ortion of bantas. ,=1..c.feulance 

car o were increased fro7, 10 to 20 for the eaîC reason 

as with Fieldalances. 

a2). TEE 1:11Gi3ILE 

The necessiti of early- and adecquate surgical ' 

;treatrilent for casualties especially the :lajor wounds of 

bead, chest and abda:qen; as a lesson learnt in the laSt 

'war. The chances of recovery of these tzDes of 

casualties were in direct ratio to the length of ti-le 

eiaiD ing between receil)t, of the injury and surgical 

intervention. 

In the Jester Desert this Lreat.ent, to be 

ade(._uate, necessitate-1 the retention and nui-sin- of 

cases after o2eration for forty-eight to ninety-Six 

nous before uuey were _Lit to withstand evacuation ove 

rough tracks to the nearest railhead. This treatment 

could riot be carried out in Field A.abulances which had 

at all times to b aobile and able to change position 

at very Short notice to conforA with the rdoveinent of 

their resoective ,)1.izades. As "the is the first 
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blace frcm the Lind in which full surgical treatnent 

and soine hoseital accommodation is -provided" ("Tichols 

- 1940, e.145), it was therefore necessary for the C.C.,3 

to be Llobile or 3artially .eobile to provide sergical 

teams and nursing facilities as soon as they were 

renuired. 

In the advance in 1940 into L=k all three 
O.C.es. of our force were learooned in the rear for want 

of transport and therefore were Unable to hale their 

respective divisions which were 400 miles away. 

Lp to the 1941 LLL.h offensive the ,.;.z). -Jas 

a relatively static unit. it had the nininun of trans-lort 

for doicetic needs in a static role. 1though divisible 

into a liht section and heavy section it was too 

cuLilbersaee and, hilef-loveablet,Tas dependent on trans-port 
1 

bein', supplied by and, owing to other co:d.eients, 

this rarely ceeeared. 

In October 1941 three were hurriedly.mede 

mobile for the autain offensive. The results were ilost 

gratifying for the kept in touch with and 

accompanied the advancing troops throu-hout the oDertions. 

The 'Gera was L.hts introduced 

but the mobility referred only to the lieht section which 

had been ,.iven the followin transoort to ..lake it self- 

contained :- 

1 Lotor-cycle 

1 four-seater car 

10 three-ton lorries 

I -later tonk lorry 



and to 

2 technical vehicles (Operating Theatre lorry 

(erilisation lorry 

This 'enabled the light section to be sent for:ward 

open as a surical centre at short notice. The . 

heavy section was adapted for transportation by 30 three- 

on lorries of a platoon of a Ganeral Transport CompanY 

Two of the original ffLobile 'operating theatreS 

_c , - were gilts J_1 on. P.aited ,...)uaues cf aerica. 
Following the success of the three Lobile 

in the winter and spring 1941-42 Desert (Ja..-,Ipain 

it was decided in duly 1942 to make all in ti:e. 

Liddle East obile, and -,:.riority was riven to those 

serving with EIGHTI: new dar Establishment which 

included the above-_lentioned vehicles had been roduced. 

Also included were aore nursing orderlies as 7:ell as 

other personnel to allow of. sub -division of the unit 

into efficient light and heavy sections. The increase 

in ¡personnel also provided for the constantly recurring 

labour required in tIls '_ovemeat of the units and its 

dis3ers,11 at short notice. The e.luipidant was si_Lilarly 

revised to exclude all cunbersoïie and unnecessary items 

and to incorporate all tnn latest irove_raits. 

The reorganisation of the C.C.s. in EIGITE 

was colapleted in jeptember and thus assured tha 

fighting troops of sound medical Support. 

ITursing sisters, whose presence in the deseiT 

bad hitherto not been encouraged, were sent up to joini 

"their C.C.6s. in September and brought about an even 

higher standard of comfort and nuysin care in the field. 
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29. THE FTTTD SURGICAL UNIT 

The airy of the Army iedical Services in active 

Warfare is to make skilled surgery available to casualties 

as early as possible. This is essential in abdominal 

Wounds and has been 'stressed by the :Jar Office (1943), 

Ggilvie (1941 and 1942), Acutin (1940), smith (1942), 

,:)hroeder (1942). It was achieved by ' "bringing the 

burgeon to the patient` in units such as the ,,_)-bile 

C.C.S. and the Field Surgical 'Unit, the latter unit 

having been developed in the summer -of 1942 during the 

preparations for the EL ALAN IN offensive. 

The maximum operating capacity of a surgeon is 

about twenty cases in twenty -four hours only a quarter; 

being major procedures (D.M.S.,i...E.F., ideraorandum on 

Surgery 1942). With this in view the pre -war establishment 

of a 1200 -bed General hospital included in its staff a 

"moveable" (but not "mobile` in the sense of possessing 

trans_Dort) surgical team which could be sent forward to 

reinforce surgical centres in the field during periods of 

great activity. The surgical team consisted of a surgeon, 

anaesthetist, a theatre nurse and an operating -room 

assistant, With a set of general surgical instruments. 

1 1.rmy surgical equipment is based on an 

allowance of one set of general instruments to every 

surgeon on the establishment of a unit and one set of 

special -instruments (head, chest, intestinal etc) to 

every hospital and C.C.S. A surgical team detached from 

its hospital and sent forward to work tools its personnel 

and general instruments, but relied on the host unit 
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for operating accommodation, sterilizing facilities, 

replenish:aent of stores, s)ecial sur4ca1 and anaesthetist 

a,:).,aratus, and the sorting and care of its yatieiits. 

it also relied on being moved with the host unit and this 

arrangement proved inadecuate in the earlier Libyan 

Campeign because tha themselves we.2 static. 

This was partly reiedied when the ..;.C.Ss. were cade 

.put the situation was still unsatisfactory 

because the transport of the mobile "J.-. was only 

sufficient for its own needs and was inadeouate for an 

additional surgical teaa. 

Till this ti.n.e also, personnel, suitable 

acluipment and transport had not been sufficient to meet 

re'-uest for an increase in teams and 

for teals to be indeDendent units. 

In June l94L, however, it s decided that the 

systaa of effectively reinforcing a J.. Yi.D.S. with 

a surgical teen couli be remedied only b: making the 

latter mobile and to reorganise the tsam into a "Field 

Surgical Unit (1:iddle _Jast Type)' which -ould form the 

basis of forward sa-s.ary a fluid surgical reserve 

at the disposal of .J. Army. This unit was to be 

self-contained as regards eruipment and transoort and 

to rely on the host unit only for rations, accommoJation, 

sterilization facilities ;...r1-1 care of -Jati nts. It was also 

.6ecided that .Field riits s LOUld c allotted 

ti.ry,! on the scale of two )er division. 

The reorganisation was cal.ried out in 

end eight units were sent 1,o 1rX,TL Ar;Jy. 
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This marked one of the notable stages in the preparatiOn 

for the. October offensive when the results of early 

Surgery in the field were an aule reward to those 

Who conceived tha idea of a :Field surgical Unit. 

The Deronnel of a, ieid ur 2.'i cal 'Uhl t 

Consisted of a surgeon., an anaesthetist, a clerk, an 

Operating room assistant, two nursing orderlies and a 

bataan. The transport was a four-seater car and a 

three-ton lorry. The theatre was an (Indian 

Pattern Private) tent With canvas floor, the sterilizing 

annexe was a 1.0-lb tent, and bivouac shelters were 

Suoplied for personnel. A portable operating táble 
. 

and a batter lighting set were providad. Az an 

aLttoclave was beyond the ca-Dacitj pf this snail and 

highly nobile unit sterile f s inz);E; and theatre linen 

were car ried for leU casualties jlacir reliance for 

resterilization on the host unit during lulls. 

A set of si-ple surEical instruaants was 

provided and provef, sufficient to trim a skull wound, 

reset a rib, open a- spine or repair an intra-abdaninal 

injury. 

;30. PRESTERTLILED DRESSING-1.i 

When bus uy engaged for any length of time a 

11rgical Teen was not long in exhausting its su.)ly of 

sterilized dressings and theatre linen an if tha C.O.. 

Cr Field Ambulance was also busy there was difficulty in 

getting these articles resterilized. To meet this an 

improvised oresterilization service was instituted in 

CAIRO in Aiigust 1942. The for owing six standard t2 es 
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Of jackets were 'ore2ared and sterilized in sealed tins .lade 

frag salvage :- 

Tin - Sfí&ll swabs 

shuttle 

Tin '2. 

Tin C 

D 

large sabs 

small set of linen,govins,caps ind 

dsìne for an abdominal operation 
small set of linen gowns, caps, 

masks and dressins for a general 

operation. 

Tin E vaseline gauze 

Tin F vaselina sulphaailalide gauze. 

These tins were sent u-) to on a 

service r road, rail or air for distribution, 

and a reSarvewas built up at the advanced Depot of 

edical Jtores for times when the ordinary supply 

ran out or was nót available. So highly appreciated was 

plis service and so great the demanda that the preparation 

and prestarilization centre was later put on a permanent 

i'ooting and designated a SURGICAL DRESSING STERILIZATIC 

UNIT with a staff of one Xursing Sister in charge) and 

fifteen A.T.S. Other Ranks. 

al. MEDICAL UNITS GIVEN TO EIGHTH_AJMY 

The following NON-DIVISIONAL units were Dlaced 

at the disposal and under command of the Deputy Director 

Of Medical Services (D.D.M.S.) EIGHTH AR.1Y 

One Non-aobile C.G.S. 

Six !:obile C.C.Ss. 

(already open at GHilkaLrY&T) 
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In reserve: Two i.obile C.C.Ss. 

One Hon-'.-obile C.C.S. 

Ambulance cars 

Three Motor Ambulance Convoys 

Two Sections of .A. C. 

Three Indian 11:otor Ambulance 

Sections 

Two American Field Service 

Ambulance Car.Cpmpanies (eadh 

of two platoons) 

Ambulance.? 

50 

75 

122 

Totl Ambulances :- 482 

Field SurzicalaiIa Eiht 

Field Transfusion Units - Four 

Field Ambulances 

Three Corps Field Ambulances 

One Army Field Ambulance 

Field ij,,Laig_ile_3ect¡Qas 

One Array Field ':::c.iene section in addition 

to all Divisional Iieid i_jgiene 6ections 

(under Corps control). 

Miscellaneous 111-12 

One 4dvanced Depot of Medical Stores 

7:: One OphthaInic Unit 

One obile Bacteriological Laboratory 

One :lobile Hygiene Laboratory 
...),/ 

/4-1:-E0/ 
1, 
tc 

Two Mobile Dental Units m 
.17 

`,. 

---I.L.--- 
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11 arrangements were being made for a 

large scale offensive the actual date and time or the 

attack -vas, for security reasons, not divulged to 

Dire:torates. Only a selected few high-ranking 

officers were in possession of this information and 

to the rest of G.h.';. Jtaff the comilencemi t of the 

oPfensive was known ac 'DI day. 

In order that tl-la enemy should have no 

iklin:tIiat 'Dt was ap,roaching, medical units were 

forbidden to erect as much as a single adaitional tent. 
This was a serious handicap to C.Cs. These units 
were placed on the sites they. were to occupy with their 
tentage- laid out on the wound. Luckily one 2.2.6. d 

been working in the Army Medical Area GILii-Z.2.._.1\LAT since - 
the_ withdrawal to ti B , and this was 

the only C.O. in a .)osition to function when the 

operations began at 22.00 hours on October 23rd. That 

night three other C.C.Lis. in the Army edical Area 

erected their canvas, and 48 hours later these four 

units and a Field Ambulance had dealt with 4,800 

casualties. This must be regarded as an outstanding 

performance. 

In tIB Base Area no inkling that increased 

casualties might be expected could be given. The 

Medicail Directorate was ,forbidden to issue any erdArs 

regarding the clearance of hospitals and no -additional 
4iiibulance Trains were allowed to be run. As the di u ce 

from the f orward lines to the nearest General Hoe-pit-11 ' 
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was barely 65 íiiIs it looked as if the -.;ase units mi2ht 

be cau(Jht short with an early rush of _.Datients. The 

ava_ilable enoty beds in 11C4,r.f-T on the- da y the battle 

began -aere 12,117. 'G' :Branch estifiation of Casualties 

'vvas 10,C00. 

33 

The table of evacuation a- rangsments in 

accordance w1tL iGt estinate of casualties is 3:iven in 
Table 

.2cad 

,L's it was particularly desirable to avoid 

having __.foulance cars passing through the streets of 

Z,L1L-La2,..1)1-tI1 to the three General 1.0sitals in that area 
it \fas cided to establish a rear centre for walking 

and sitting cases at .:-LED EL ADR. Accordingly a Light 

Fie ld Ambulance. was es tablished there in the former 

hospital buildings, and accommodation and feeding 

arrangements for 750 oatients 1,ere nrovided. vacuation 

from its centre to the base areas ('LL and CAL10) 

Was to be carried out by two sl-)ecial temporary trains 

composed of ordinary second-class 92ssenzer coaches 

re infor ced with one inde oendent ward coach. These 

trains were each able to carry 600 walking and sitting 
patients. The only cases carried by Ambulance Car to 

:A.LFITA1.041.A. were Australians, FiFz,hting French, Greeks 

(as their hospitals were in that area), and _cases too 
ill to stand a long train journey to the CL Area. 
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Rail 

Lying cases were to be evacuated by ,L.mbulance 

i'rain to t1-B ":iittinL: cases were only to be eva cue ted 

by this means if tex' vire insufficient 1 Jin- cases to 

fill the Ambulance Train, 
Thr e Ambulance Trains were held in readiness 

one at IIILt one at and one at 12,u 

the 'LL train -moved up to G.EL-L.11-4-Lisa-L 5.11 the other two 

moved f oraard to and re ace ctively. 
It as thus )ossible to ensure at leas t t :o trains to 

ZAT daily. j3ach Ambulance. Train had a c c omdoda ti on 

for aco lying cases. 

Air 

Only two Ambulance AircraLt oro--3er viere 

available one U .F . arrl one Aus trail an) . arrangements 

were made with that all planes carrying 

stores forward would carry -;-;at i en ts back. The landing 

ground some three miles fr a.-, (..4-n. !J.z,NIT was used for 
this Rurp o se . Australian cases were to be flown to the 

Aus tralian Hospital at BailLTLLI 7 head. and chest cases to 

7,-121,10.1-'0LIS for ape cial centres in 
: .: ea 

rrangemen ts were !--Lade for a Los .Dital 6hi3 to 
!stand. by to clear cases fr an the grouo of 
sgospitals to the Los oitals in 6'LaIA and PAI.,EST 

34. iiO?ITL -13 ri.1D AC jO. 1 ODA TI Oil 

Hospitals hospitals which, since the . 

:withdrawal had. acted as C .0 .6s I were unobtrus ively 



reinstated to their -7)roper function and an Australian 

ene al osital as s from and e s tabus he d 

at (east of ALEAITDIZIA.). 

.Ds .6.7 T. .E.'ALIP,S TIZE and SYRIA were 

told to arrange with Cs .C. that on re ceint of 

infor.Qation frw. the Medical I)irectorate at .G.H.., as to 
(9ay, many convalescent- and semi-convalescent 

Patients as nossible sh ould be sent to Convalescent 

Depots. 

ïlans for C.21,a_Lo e7>:pansions were 'ore-Dared not 

only n hositals but also in Convalescent Depots, 

ready to put into operation when the order was given. 

Cases were !Loved by ship (see table VIII) 

and train froa the hospitals in EGLFT and .LA thus 

giving the maximum number of ei,-oty beds in the C.A.Tli.G 

and Cz;.¡,..A1., :;.reas. All this had to be done very (4uietly7 

and increased (.1earance of cases by trains was carried 

out by adding ward coache's to tie normal trains, not 
by running adclitional A.ubulance Trains. 

Cacaos for Plans were pre-aared 

'to erect a Camp in the Area for the reception of 

light cases which did not re.:uire a hospital bed. This 

camp was to hold 750 - 17000 cases. 

The Hadfield ,i,)ears FightinE li'rench 

.Unit doened 2i.,0 beds at TULUI,liAT (east of 

and a hospital ran a similar number of, 

beds in the same area. The latter unit was used in this 
manner whilst still in reserve for EICiliTH 
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(a) The )reraratory ohase for the ."i Battle e 

involved a trernendous strain- on -`°ec3.ica1 s. 
This was due to . 

(i) field medical units havin to be 

r e -eçiui ped after the thdra a1 . 

(ii) i.ew units from hé.ving to be e iuiooed to 

make good losses at sea and also to rake them 

up to '.. iodle mast Scales. 

(iii) Lic;uìï ping reorganised and newly formed units 

e.g. Light Field Aibulences, Field sur i. cal 

Units and 

(iv) Adequate reserves of medical stores 

recuiring to be olaced at strategic places 

for the advance. 

All items of field medical eol?ip ßea t ._?ere in 

short su_; ply Llla in 3e ction 14 under `Salvage' 

reference has ,lreedy been made to shor taxe of 

some irroortant :._eaical supplies e. E. surgical 

instruments, t.a borator: and X-ray ao _ :ara. ;us ; to 

this list can be added bi sr:iuth salts, .odium 

i'entothal, Sulohathiazole, and ulphagua.nidine . 

The world shortage of bisrLuth sE,lts necessitated cessítated 

the strictest control of their use. The use of 

Bismuth Carbonate was restricted to General hloeoitals 

and only on the authority of the C.C. ;ied i cal Division. 

At this period only there -,.Jas ^ :reat shortage in 

the Cortïiand. of Sodiuma ientothal_, a_ T its use was 

restricted to forward r,îedical units. A small amount 
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Transfusion 

description 

overlaps into 

(a) 

only yeas made available for cases reeuiring a 

long series of operations e.g. plastic end 

orthopaedic cases for .¡hom Pentotbal was an 

excellent drug for induction of anaesthesia. 

Anaesthetists v--2.re urged in such cases to use if 

t)osaible the weaker drug ';;,odium. Cyclonal. 

--iulphaguF.nadine was also limited and its 
was restricted to 

(i) ,lievere acute Bacillary Dysentery of any type 

3higa Dysentery of moderate or severe tyoe: 

ciii) ,..iub-acute and chronic cVsente,ry in whom 

sigaoidoscol)ic examination revealed, the 

presence of colonic ulceration ,iLich faiJjed 

idedical supplies reached .SIGHTH through 

us e. 

(b) 

LO heal. 

an Advanced Depot of l_ledica.1 5torea (.1ocated at 

Medical Area) from a Base Depot of 

idedical ¿tores at 1tD2IA. 

TELL,7. _BLOOD Titi3,11-:.3 :IF US I Ois jrïC L` 

This was the first occasion on which Blood 

was Used on a very large scale, and the 

of the -0 reparations made necessarily 

Blood, 

the battle iohase. 

_.. The provision of 'stored blood as complicated 

by the fact that there were few British troops in 
the CAIRO Areal and 'GL- majority of these had 

already been used as blood donors. it was thereflore 



decided to take blood from troupe in the GL 
.1.i.rea (on the west bank of the Great 'T'itter Lake 

between 

On 12th October a detachment of the :'6a&e 

Ti-ansfusion Unit in C11.0 (augmented by two 

Yield Transfusion 'Units which were ;1iì reserve) 
' 

cons is Lin of one of.E cer 7 ten . Other aans 

and three . Drive is were f.es )atched to a 

General l'ospital in the ":,_:_:0,1H0A. Area. 

Three days were devoted to organisin the 

-Bleedinz Centre, blood ,:rouping, and testinL group 

ad raen to select. suitable donors for 

bulk supplies of h h titre ,7-:rou-oin serum. Officers , 

C oìa iñin Units were interviewed, propagand.a 

D o ster s distributed and a blood Transfusion film 

shown at various lo cal cinemas to encourage 

volunteer donors.. 

All &':!yeratus for taking blood was -rovided, 

sterilised and made ready for use, by the :.arent 

unit in GIRO, so that the Detachment was concerned 

only in :;r ou)ing b le ad 14'.: 7 c a: ,:inc;L*, labelling and 

1 

oacking. The blood was sent in refrigerator trucks 

and ice-boxes to cl;Iitc) where it was cracked for 

despatch by air. Two refrigerator trucks were - 

employed in. transporting the blood between GEXE IFAI 

an CALW (aroxim.ately SO miles). 

Blaediny was carried out at first in two 

(Indian Pattern Private) tents, using eight 

stretchers for donors. Later, another I. ,i. tentj 
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, personnel on 15th October, includin:?' the :let_ caLie.L4, 

. 

and au vented by two reserve Field Transfusion 
; 

Units and certain loaned 

officers and fortr other ranks A..C. and Frielids 

Ambulance Unit) 7, seven drivers ahd One 

se:.-geant. In addition seventeen natives 

(includin tao carpenters and tilopluMbrs) were 
. 

e[Jployed for cleanin apparatus, box laakin:::: etc.- 

IT-lese nuMbers .-,roved uite Inad,,,(_uate to ,o-pe 

the volue of 'aork during the peak 1-)eriod, anA 

on 26th Octor a:IL:lateen other rn-J:!-s, an.d 

on L:_,th. Cctober a further seven other rallks. 

were teacor aril osted frO.:A the 73ase peot. 

:ien had, no revious trainin in blood 

transfusion, but nevertheless filled the ga.? 

enabled the ;ork to be -k.e t up to date. From 

and 

.L.,):a October to 5th Yovember; 1C,679 bottles or 
i 

1 

ampoules containinj.: sterile eolutions for 1 

I 

intravenous use were sent forward. 1 

i 

.111) Plasma 1 

At the bes7innin of the battle; all C.C.Ss. 

and Pield Ambulances were stocked with olaama uo 

_ 

to and in ;jr cases beyond, the authorised scale. 
(c) Glucose saline 

As in the case of plasma, units were ful-* 

stc7dkd at 61.1.0 lrinna? Or the battle. .tianands 

were unexectedly high owing to the large number , 

of abdominal cases. 

The maximum cut)ut of distilled water from the 



(a) 

two LIannesty stills and the other small stills 

available at the Base Transfusion Unit was 450 iitres 
a day. This Quantity was completely used up in 

coping with the various demands but a sufficient 

reserve to tide over the peak period was in stock 

and no sho:ctage occurred; though at one time the 

situation was a little disouieting. 

Distribution rlf ilood and other Transfusion tores 

The problem presented in this battle was a new 

one. Lines of ca=unication were relatively short, 

but large numbers of casualties were anticil)at,,d 

nu-.oerous surgical teams were forward; and, because 

of the relatively static tyoe of '.;:erfare eoectedin 

the early stages; _lost 2ield Abulances as well as 

were ill P_ .)osition to carry out transfusion. 

For those reasons it ias decided that cein 
ila .13.-a.-Lsffusion Lnits :.ust devote t,,,iselves 

largely to distribution. 

'Pe chain of s-c1y a7.rangedi was as follows:- 

(i) From CIT.= to*CAL:;.0 E -e Transfusion Unit 

ui reir:Lgsrator truc. 
(ii) Fron Ease Transfusion Unit to CA,TO Air 

Fv'o,11. CA:la0 Air TranSort Centre to Advanced 

Tr,:%nsf,ort Centre by tuck. 

Air Trans)ort Centre by 

transport ..)lane. 

A Field Transfusion Unit :ias attached to the 

for the purpose of receiving; if necessary 

s,toring; rid forarding on the blood. :During 



the 1111- ALA] iLIi battle this unit vas located at 

Xilo :143 - Ll_ai. Road. 

2Lt. 2irst the blood sent in insulated bolces. 

The stanOard bo was tin-lined (for insulation) 

Enf, held 1C :.-Jottles of blood 

3 Ottle z of distilled '.;atri 0 o_ 

TiviraL sets. The A.A.F. asked tnt t'e 

should be re'..uced as as This 

Z.1.1.CCeS Uri! y achiev.e4r7 _ 
- \.Z.," 

blood in bottles-, interspersed vith s.nall bottles 

of ice, in 21ain; non-insulated bol:les. On.C.22iv4 

at A..T.2. 7 mic'h of the :es u=eltef_ 

the blood srfectl coca.. 

- (iv) Frou ,era'uor 

truck to tile . 'Ùion area at 

an 2 - 

f 'J.', ion (th, of ) 

ol 

la° 11:c: ef 

blood dietrit,..1.ti).--1 

- - - 

was -1r.2,-ard _-a . s4 fit to " 9 

%.0411- --e oe' 

early next aorning 5 reached the 21....1.T.C. Fis1(9 

Transfusion Unit about (-h15 hours, 

Unit about hOlj2 

le , flucose saline other s to s wen-11 

. by truck (or a,f.sulance train if -:;)ossible). 

(v) The Fi '.:21sfus ion Unit aCtiflf as blood 
1 

4 

)1' Unit is :=,1:1 'D10.31 all othsr transfusiori 
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stores :- 

(a) To Medical Units in the t Iedical Concentration 

Area and to Field Transfusion Units. 

(b) To the "Advanced Blood Bank". 

It is estimated that about two -thirds of 

the very large volume of work done by this unit was 

concerned with distribution and only one -third in 

actual transfusion. 

(vi) The "Advanced Blood Bank "consisted of a 

refrigerator truck from the Base Transfusion unit, 

with orderly and driver, and was stationed at the 

junction of the main desert road, and first at one 

and then at another of the transverse roads supplying 

the southern sector of the line. it met the demands 

of I;I.D.Ss. and Light Sections of C.C.Ss. 

(vii) Three Field Transfusion Units located in the 

Corps areas issued blood and other transfusion stores 

as required to medical units in their proximity. 

The distributing units were given the almost 

equally important dutjr of collecting used sets and 

"empties ". Experience quickly showed that there was 

but one satisfactory way of doing this, namely, 

by issuing fresh material only in exchange for used. 

Exceptions had to be made to this rule from time to 

time, but on the whole it worked well and resulted 

in satisfactory returns. It also 'avoided any 

possibility of 'hoarding' by over -anxious units. 
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jhìch 

In the ...i(JUT2:]. one 5-=;ap was to be cLade throuh 

5th r_liourerfl Division 'ilas to the attack was 

'then to swinc; -ZORTH with the 

Flank and attackin 

arziour -)rotecting the 

odportunity offered. 

7,,Xit the attack in the UTL aí not to be pressed if 

.-leavy casualties ,aere to resallt a3 it as likely that 

;some of 13 Cors infantry 

at a later 

he ITC,:.-LiTj. 

:such a %- jr 

and ar::.our aoul be reQuired 

stage to assist in the brea-through in 

he real u,s1, behavc. in 

to L.-ke the enemy think that a 1.1ajor 

:attack wa.s also to take :place in the SOUTH', and so 

Contain his forces (particularly 21 Panzer Division) 

there. 



VOLULIE I 

il 
EL i,..LA.1272,IN TO -EL 

24th October to 12th December 1942) 



:1?..:'2:22 

. - 
:12.2 .i. to 

(24tb Ciratobe -142 12th December 1942) 

1ILl.r12 jj z.,11:, ììIh 
A))andix 'Ft) 

outside the scope of this 

ad:Ainistrative survey: a brief descri)tion of this 

1L1,) LOL LO t...,ttle is jlven: and for this reference bas been 

to i.51 ast Trainin-- Eanual 1942 (October! 

and '::ovember) on "Lessons Lea-ont -Prou CpergYtions". 

22C0 hours on 23rd. October 

att1oked. Tbe attPch v:as 'olanne the ueticulous 

thorou6hness tupical of General ().1.`n.:1"EZt.IL and much of 

It had been rehearsed. 

The operation was divisible into two 7Jhases: 

the first of ,J:hidh consiated of an initial full scale 

infantry "break in attack with lLuited army tank supQrt: 

against 2reared enemy defences heavily mined, but not 

,stronly wired: rith th3 object of openinE up a La,,) for 

the move foriard of ar.aoured for,Jations: and at the sane 

tiae creating for them the o,)1)ortunity for decisive action 

in the o)en country beyond. 

This initial attack was followed by a period 

of tielve days "dog comprising a series of 

hiLhly ¿o-ordinated infantry attacks, on narrow frontal 

occasionally with army tonic s1122ort: widenin and 

el:tendin3 the initial ga-): until such time as the enemy 



G 

'-linefield area had been seeured and was oTpened for 

the break-through battle by armoured and mobile Pormati1ons. 

The second -J)hase of the battle was the break-through .of 

'pur armour on 3rd -J:,:oveiber south of the railway between 

the 15th and 21st German Panzer Divisions, an;.1 from 

4th .Lovember the battle be cafte one of rayid. movement 

in pursuit of the enemy. 

All infantry attacks were made by night in 

moonlight under the stronst 'aossin_Le artillery 

The battle was fouht in a desert terrain 

Which was featureless and entirely lacking in cover 

and landmarks. There was a mass of known and 

Unknum minfields and all vehicle movement was 

initially restricted to narrow track gaps through these 

Minefields and presented many difficult traffic 

broblems. 
; 

Later, however; the movement of wheeled and 

tracked vehicles was unrestricted when clear of the 

ainefields. 

The success of the operation was due to 

intensive training, co-uaaration and initiative. 

All formations including Medical units had 

been )11-L through a period of intense training during 

fwhich the Commander had intimated his intention, the 

aim of the training and the standard to be achieved. 

C0-0-0eration between the three .6ervices, 

land within the EIGHTH 1:1:i.3:EY itself, was of the highest 
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the distance covered nd the dates on which localities! 

\Jere occupied, together with the dates on Y'rich 

I--ailheads and aorta :ere oaened and water sup;plies ,Aadd 

available. iJ.J as reached on 8th ovejrr nd, 

after delay due to weather , Quo forces occu-2-ied 

6OLLUI un C.6.i'L-ZZ(1) on 12th Irovenber, followed by 

TO:LIUK on 13t1 ¿1.LJ(iAI was ca-)tured on 20th JoveAber; 

and the 21is AGI-:=Lii. defences were reached on 23rd 

'iovember. Owing to the speed of our pursuit the enc-Ay ! 

had been unable to carry out any serious demolitions. 

In the EL .e.,G1ILA area the enemy was back on 

pre)ared defensive aositions and a halt was called to 

enable the ol)erational and edlinistrative staffs to 

1Drepare for the next phase. This involved reconnaissance 
- 

re&rouoing of tank and air forces and the raoid 

developMent of the advanced bases at To.6aul and 

The !rovision of an adeouate water su,)Dly by, 

the desert pipeline was imortant in deterainim7 the 

peed at which the railway could be brought into 

!Operation and also to allow the rail and road routes to 

be used for petrol, aumunition, food supplies and 

;evacuation of casualties. 

The oioeline wa. severely damaged and 400 

;breaks had to be re-oaired paradoxically enough the 

;breaks had been caused rIclinly during our May - June 1042 
! 

withdrawal anJ later by our own shelling and bobing 
1 

The main difficulties encountered in re-oair 

work were the reolaceme-ct of 5 :Niles of oipa <rei_ioved 



ie (1, 

by the enemy) west of iG JO 36 C12 ka south west 

P± _,LL,.112-011) the repair o f damaged re se rvoir s nd of 

extensive flooding by sain o2 certain areas through 

the r&n. 

Good )rogress in the repair work was made, fake 

Lj 11th IL:ova:fiber water ',V a3 ein' delivered at a:.ZA 

On L5th loveraber at SE=Lk (east of ald on 

7-1-,h December .LILE water was available at the wiehead 

1:.:_re..-1EIFA 265 rLiles froìa 

Wells were drilled and ,a_cueducts put back into 
;coi:iiaission at D2=227::, aria, ITATRUli and 3TDI 1:3iaRAI,:-1 by 19th 

ovesaber. Th ,;:-11s at and17.ATHCI-1 ware of low 

salinity and, blended with iIL L,' water, their out)ut was 

used for railiay locallotives. 

t 3.,>ial:A water had initially to be landed 

in drums by sea as our deo1itions during the 1512 

k:rithdrawal had been thorough, but the aqueducts were 

recallmissioned by 16th "Zovember. 

TC.,UK there was to bein with a 

conside:cable water shortage, and water had to be 

delivere:1 by ea. A reduced output from the aclueducts 

was, however, available by 20th Nove4b:er. 

:LIEI:LT. DIE 3ER'..2 

The eed _ 
permanent 

The opening of the railway -)rozressed rapidly. 

.'ets deter:dined by (a) the rate of re-pair of the 

way (b) the Provision of adequate water for 

locor],otives and (c) the op.ening of Signal coat aunictiQfls. 
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with a peak of eight -,las being oo erated. 

ROADS 

As th e. desert could be used in dry weather 

! 

road demolition o. were no great hindrance. is.fte.r the 

roads through the EL .ii.LALI-L'ItT battlefield area harl beer 

repaired the first delay was caused at SOLLUM where, 

o v er demolitions ;are cuiiy repaired. Early 

1!-Lajor road rears had to 'be carried out between TOLIRUE; 

.and D.ABIA.. As all these com.c.aitaents ,!:ere so great 
s train on our resources of lent., labour ..7;2-.Z1 t 

that all road repair and maintel:lance had to be 

Confined on the forward roads. 

. G D OPERZTIIG OF EY1..-3 S AD ORT6 

(a) l',ERSik.'.0.1ATIRUli was occupied on 8th November. 

There ware no demolitions but ov.linz to mines the harbour 

did not operate till Ilth .Noveraber, meanwhile email_ 

craft discharged at east of I:TATRITH. 

)Q. 

1.-A2 !IA. was caYGured on 12th 11-ovembe.r. 

îs charge began on 16:3th :NI. ovemb e r 
(c.) TOBRUK, entered on 13th Hoveraber, had been 

urther damaged by our borping and enemy demolitions. 

Little difficulty, however, was experienced in oening 

the port and the first discharge took place on. 16th 

ovember. 

iTh.I.E-LiA was too small a harbour to be of any 

'great, value except for local maintenance. 
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GtI ,i;a0 occupied on 20th .L:)vember and 

had been more thoroughly damaged than sivEnuK. It was, 

however, able to operate six days after occupation. 

!Twenty-five usable lighters left behind by the enemy 

were much appreciated. 

In stormy weather this harbour was not safe 

for large ships)and hospital ships had occasionally to 

delay loading and remain outside the harbour till the 

weather calmed. 

2ULT0v. 

To carry our forces on from west of fC-2.t_ 

4_ the eastern frontier of '2L. 01.411:Th:a intenanc a 

02 JilT,A7f2_ had to be bas e d f ir s t on i20,1i. 

an. on 

This was effected by delivery of stores mainly 

by rail at each railhead as it oPened UD to T03aLK, 

by road from successive railheads and by maxi= 

discharge at harbours till TOERIT -)ort was fully jn 

operation. 

After the capture of ITEI.GAQI, =intehance 

:was mainly by sea to that port using also to capacity 

the railway to TO11),UK and road transport westwards. 

1_11:=1-1 AaTy- demands were planned about two 

weeks ahead of the delivery period and had to be 

iclosely related to the capacity of maintenance by rail 

and sea. 
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; 

O 6 '11?:',.1P(' .;;IT 

(,a) Air Freiht 
The demands for air .,.reight increased 

enormously as the I: of C lengthened westwards . :ihdn 

our forces were at 4LL air trans: ort was operated 

to forward landing grounds fr0111 CAJROS Oiily s tor e s 

for which there was b'n ituisdiate demand oYins to an 

acute shortage were sent by this means All dayciL-mds ILh 
for air freight were co-ordinated by 1-,,..21 

g and Passed to giving a Priority. The averae 

lift yes a.(..doo lbs per da:. 

Co) Personnel 

There was an increased demand for LlOVE; 'lent 

of c)ersonnel by air as our forces advanced. LiaisÓn 

cers sieads of the 4i,dministrative 6taff and 

ervices 7 s::ecilis.ts and reinforcements all had 

to be moved in the shortest Possible time. 

..RLECCN7-1R.Y.- ..E1.,:;,-.;.IC.:1136 

the rray moved uesterds vast quantities 

Of equipment of all types was left in battle areas of 

L ii,LiiI)LEIK and up t o 

The re covery and overhaul of this valuable 

civil' pine nt and o± the vehi cles dis parsed over a large 

area was a huge problem, and while. some were 

,:,-vacua.t,a45,-- by rail, those dispersed in areas remote froM 

the railway could only be inadeouately evacuated owing to 

the magnitude of the task and the. lack of available 

j) ersonnel and transnort 
7- 
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Owia,s; to the long distances covered in a 

snort the aAount of line re-)air iork -11;_ich had t6 

be undertaken, and to several setbacks owing to storms, 

In addition an air letter service was operated 

co: unications Hear ED(ITH be carae 

uncertain and unreliable, but soon a satisfactory 

System was set using wireless. 

between -1-2E1--.1 and ozia-ao via TOBRUK and iL,,:=11 and 

this proved the most satisfactory faethod of clearing 

the heavolume of traffic. 

11. FOOD SUPPTITs 

Every effort was raade from the start of the 

offensive to restrict the consumption of the battle 

ration to short Jeriods under seven days and to keep 

rations UD to the full I. icldie East Field service 

Scale su)lemented by fresh rations whenever possible. 

;Frozen meat was sent up to TOBRDK in insulated wagons 

4nd )rovided occasional fresh issues to troops in 

lthat area. Field 3akeries -:Jere established at c:LATRUH 

4nd TOIIRUK before the end of 1,oveaber. 

12. H=OnCElia::T6 

Reinforcements to EIGHTH AJEY were sent UT) 

initially by rail, when the railway was out 'back into 

cammissibnland from TOBRUK onward road. At this 

Stage it was too risky at sea to send perdonnel ships 

to TOBRUK and BEZGA6I. 



-Jere kept informed of LaGiiT.r,_ 

requirenen ts by a da ily s tata-Lent h*.nd med -Ica rei nf or c amen ts 

were de,-Liarded on a ,../e e.k.1,r basis by D d) .1.... . .i-LIL.:\Te 

Transit Cz=3.m.i'.-)s ,:-.Loved forward clos e behind_ 

A...C.Y and -:ere established successively at 

.TUR, TOBhU ant:i IGAI 

faIC.LER 

A 10,000 Prisoner of Var Camp was attached to 

.i.2.1:11f and moved forward_ in its rear collecting 

and arranging for the disposal of all Prisoners of ,ar, 

'Cao-es were constructed at BURG EL and 

but closed when a c--re was constructed at TC.)=Z-' 

and a large camp at 

il -)risoners of war were sent back to the 

Main Recet ion Camp in ti-E. DIaLTit. by road and rail and 

later by sea from -31.111.';I. Seriously wounded and sick 

prisoners of war were evacuated through normal medical: 

.channels. 

The number o_L :--)1._Lsoners received at the LlainH 

Reception Cam-o and hospitals betWeen 24th 

October and lath November was 8,572 Germans and 

23-7566 Italians. 

14 . '21= CAL. 

The first -phase of the EL ALEIí battle 

7 
was from the start of the attack on the night of 23rd 

October till 3rd november wien there was heavy fightin-- 
a.,'ainst strongly fortified positions. Infantry aid 
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artillery were chie2ly involved and casualties were 

heavy. 

The Field Ambulances and Casueltv Clearing 

lf,tz-ttions, with the attached Zoield 3urical Units, were 

all in oe)ared cositions and -lare able to co-le with 

wounded to their maximum capacity. Eut they arrived 

in batches so large as to put a ;reet strain on the 

sorting and operating mechanism of these units. 

As will be seen from the evacuation table 

(Table VI) casualties were very high in the first fe-,: 

days of the battle but corresnonded favourably with t1 

estimate which had nreviously been made (Table III). 

Many patients who would, under conditions 

of lesser stress, have been operated noon, were 

necessarily evacuated with their first field dressings 

and emergency s9linting in 31ace. Careful selection is 

undertaken, however, and as a result of this and care 

in evacuating transoort anf the rular use of 

sulphonamides, few suffered from the added delay. Eothing 

but praise was given by the Base Hospitals who received 

the cases in excellent condition. 

.Az soon as the battle started the C.C.s. at 

which had hitherto not been allowed to put 

4-p their tents now opened with the utmost speed and were 

able to cooe with the huge number of casualties. 

At the tame t1ì the clearance of ALEXArlIiii, Losoitals 

was immediately effected. 

Rail evacuation on the first day of the battle 

Was seriously hindered owing to a petrol train having 



; 

.2 :been hit and sat on fire between and 

JiIL.J. D .13 . tsliTH ovs rc Rae this 
difficulty, -however, .by calling up every available 

ar:bulan.ce car fron ..L1.:21. to bridge the gao. Within 

24 hours the rail was quickly' cleared and evacuation 

continued according to :21an. 

After the first gains in the 1orthern sector 

ward coach was run for to LAID Station to 

remove a number of abdominal cases whi ch had been 

operated on and held in and Li.ght 3ections 'of 

J 

diagram of the system of evacuation is 
'given at Appendix 2 Gt . 

Apart from the railway mishap mentioned above 

evacuation by road, rail, air and sea went according 

to plan and reflected great credit on all concerned 

who worked unstintingly end wholeheartedly assurin th 
sick and wounded of raid transit to the (luie_t and 

comfort of base hosoitals. 
The part -)1a],,e3. by the Light Yield -,:abulance 

at .11.15.1) EL ..2étDR was outstanding; by accepting all the 

lightly wounded and sick it assured 1)riority of 

evacuation to the many more serious cases and also 
enabled the .lighter cases (iuickly to rejoin their units 
after a good rest. 

1E. '...LI2ICAL Ai.:LAII\T:a.LII-L3 7 PhA6E II 
with the break-through of our anlour on 3rd 

,November the battle bsca.ne one of ra.i-:ict movenent. 
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The numbers of ca.s 1).D. lti es and sick admitted 

to Field F:er.:.lical Units and those evacuated darinz the 

.i.i.lonths October to Deceber are shown in Tables III and 

.Table .X.respectively. 

i6. iLb.JLc. 
-From. 23rd October until 13th Dece.L11.per, 7 some 

2,000 Army and it.A.F. casualties had been evacuated 

- f irom the '4estern Desert to 'Base Rosa tals. 

:Prior to the battle, of :1'1., 21.1._AlE1::: when air 
;superiority -v;as assured, three de. Havilland Ambulance 

aircraft, each ta2able of takin six stretcher and two 

cases, had operated frcr., the Advanced Air 

ranaport Centre t 3UtG EL, 21.7... The planes belon:Psedi 

to an Australian jr A:Abu:Lance Unit and only tarried 

very serious cases to CALO and Australian cases to the 

Australian JI-os?ital at BUSEILLI. 

Casualties were also evacuated by e:Ipty 

returning transport aircraft from. the. Advanced Air 

Transport Centre. 

As the EIGHTE AR= raoved forward the Air 

rilransport Centre and Air Ambulances were aLain 

As the distances beca-qe raater there was an increased: 

¡demand for stores to be sent by air transoort aryd the 
Qumber of olanés was increased. which fiarle more available 

for the eve cuu.t.1 on of casualties . 
It was found necessary to establish at the 

Advanced All' Transport Centre a I.ledic,-.11 holding unit; 

:a co-_loarly of a ?ield Ambulance was ;:rovided for this. 



This was_named the Casualty Air Evacuation Centre. 

It -was G.I1 C 0]-,) ted !:-)rinc iole. that aircraft could_ not 

t f or pa ti ents and that tbse rms. t wait f or the 

;aircraf t . 
as near as i;;)ossible 

The Advanced Air Tra;-.;is ort Cantre was -ID lac ed. 

t o the road on the main -2-a-,1Y line 

of co -a luni c a tion nd ne ar a C '3.. 7 or a . jA. sal_ cal 
'r;fte ceivinz 3te.tion. Air azibulance ;-:) lanes still 
continued to evacuate :Fr o m for.;.-a-d areas as far as 

erf ted by the opers..tional fiìter ou.p concerned. 

th.is (Lie ans s c,-; 200 7) 4c,i ants w CI 

evacuated in a t; le day' b r re turnin':, trans !')ort 

aîrcraft alone over the distance of 700 s-ailes to 

bas e hoe 

was 

In i on to the 1.dr Ambul,-i-nce Unit 7 a 

Blood Transfusion Unit the Blood u1v Unit) was 

attached to and .71ov e d with; the Advanced Air Trans -port, 

Centre. The func ti on of tn unit was to re ce ive 

and store blood and plasma etc. 7 brought by the 

base, air transport ..-,112;:ae from and to dis tribute them 

to forward units. 
DurinT the advance the Advanced Air Trans -o or 

entr e with its attached Air A_-;ivbulance Unit Casualty 

ir Evacuation Centre and llood Unit were locat4d. 

;n turn at BURG EL 7-;:ATRUE, .hBUT 
7 

!4\1.2k. 2T.E3A BEhI.NA and AGED:::L3 

:17 
_ 

s T1%1_1)2:4 
-fl 

. EVA Culia...diu For AIR 

The only class of case whi c h travelled 
y air was the p ene tra. tins; wound of the abdomen. 

badly 
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,Generally speaking, all others that had had resuscitation 

and surzical treatment travelled well and these included 

head injuries, chests, burns, iuitiole injuriez. 

For head cases the surgical policy was that 

cases capable of uit:Lstanding the journey by air J, 
uo 

.eurosurgical Centre in 3.:=0 should bP evacuated withfn 

72 hours (Ascroft 1943) alth the vainimum o surgical 

Interf arence in the field ,3fla in many cases with only 

one oí 2 rore intravenous doses of sulphadiazine. When 

the LiY had gone beyond iI the duration of the 
journai increased and it became necessary to ,:;e1-1-1 

-stn. °surgical. Unit to do the intsii 
of he &,.d cases. 

I. 

o-est cases trave_L_Ls,,.., osi_i_Loluau_l_, owing to 

the f or tuna te cir cufas ta nc e s that trans p or t air craf t 

er e f0]? operatioiial reasons , to fly a t .abou t: 

100 fee U. 

To -1_Levelool-,ent an success of air ecuaticn 
iii particular br trail E,-) or ';;E..;s; due to ent hue 

_ Li +a as tern eoert ir ore , 

t,he rta tas ed. tir 2.11;:-; port : 

,CefLtre iritish Overseas ::-ir7asys L tion, the 

ir nculsnce t anCJ TiC .:ersonnel of tit, 

Ambulance ho f oi-,TLed the Casualty -L",:t..2 Evacuation 

Centre. 

i.P.TELD SURGICAL arITS 1.'.',033:1.1 it-11 C.C.Ss 

This 2nase of operations proved_ conclusively 

; tii. had -Oo C S ar-c F ie 1 f.-.1 Sur :11 cal units not 
, 



;been available the, early t,i'atJo-ft 

ould have broken down. 

It va found that tz_e for-iard s-argeo-s oould 

do tlroir best -.Tork their location was 

;accessible ..11.d at tho convorLinL-; 2oiat O Cll kno-Ja 

The collect-Ion of o u..itie had often to 

till the 'neat ofhe battle ae over or till 

T11-,-;i2 evacuation was in amo.olince 

cars _t ceidon _Ilora that 10 2111s an hour, over roh 
riha.:20: travel ceased at duel:. Thus et We'.3 rare 

2-2!Ch the sur;---.;eon within the si-L-:1-hour 

7-1. iLe the of war su=;ery. 

late Consultant z3.argeofi 

in an. uni2ubliqiie ao or Tr:Jar 3urer in t o e oi-.1-1 ands" 

stated - the of a l_or-,Lro. .--;_;:eon as ! 

to the average tiLle bet-::een wound and o-2aration during; 

Hthe 

i 

1 

i 

19. 

EL .¡,-,..1.,.¡ :ate it vas 

ovaaber let to ;StL 

u to 12th Yth 

tt to 24t1.-: 

TTIE TII-1,._'.;_i:.;;IY6IEL 67.:LIVICII1 

7 

- 13.2 

- 44.0 

- 11.7 

hours 

hours 

hours 

1 

1 

1 

! 

1 

! 

1 

1 

1 

; 

-Tha 7.-foints which eaered froa 

s ;uHplurin blood for the 21, battle were :- ;, 

(i) Tha c-;staa of distribution worked szloothly 

and adeuLte sulies were available wherever required'. 

The value of ade- ate distribution arrangaaeits was 

daAonstrated. For this purpose Field Transfus-Ton UnitS 

were used This should, however, have boon -part of the 



C.1. 

; C7-1). t S; o the. ras e Tr a us fuson Uni t which should be 

_ :i.rovide6. with J.Jus necessa.ry.trans:.)ort Lud 

( i ) Of fa e tting the tii,1e, lag and the severity of 

ounds which o c cur r e d was the tra.nz:Z.'us on s ;ervi ce who se 

;ecellen-c, resuscitation work revived i.-lany a ca sualty 

who se chances of survival or fitness for coerative 

interferanca ere nil. Blood and s ertua tra hafus ion waS 

widely used one out of every L,,.-.1_ee casualties was 

cons ne Prl of and benefited fr orn, transfusion 

'Blood was superior to plasma in cases of severe 

ha elllorrha 7 1 laema was pr.:-.s..ferred to blood for hums. 

(iii) The taL: of the Base Transfusion Unit was 

holly inade(uate to cater for such a rush period as 

ne enced. 

- iv) Ii the staff of a Base [2:1-ans Cue ion Unit, one 

:acLditional j.-;rivate ( laboratory as sistant) was allowed 

for every additional rr6C) bottles of 7.1-acozie saline 

-_)2 e 'par e d weekly. Cal cu la tir3,-; from om the output snd 

establisi-nent of the .3as e 2ra,nsfu_sion Lnit, was 

a considerable under-es ti: late . In the tense of 

taan days .iia 1:i into consideration &1 the 

;s tep s involved, ' one man could produce 3.5 bottle s of 1 

i 

blood and 10 bottles of other fluids for intravenous i 

, 

I :use, day. 12er 
! 

: 

1 

O. J.....1...,.,L. G2: C,'AL 1- C;LICY 
1 

. 

: The' ,,i-uiding principle in wound surgery was tie 
1 

;saving of life rather- than the prerventiOn of infec ti on 
i 

Fir r. o eign bodies and rLead tissues in wounds VI ere removed 
1 
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the wound was trimmed, sulphanilamide powder dusted in, 

and strins of vaseline gauze loosely laid in the 

deepest part. Skin e yes were left alone and not sutured. 

The results were good, the patients travelled well and 

their wounds arrived in good condition at the base. 

The application of sulphadiazine to head 

injuries made it possible for them to be evacuated by 

tar and to arrive in gooct condition for orirnary surgery 

át the neurosurgical unit in CriliLU. Al.beitUtrI (14d) 

records 100 head cases who travelled well by air to base. 

Padded plasters, plaster slabs with or without 

Thomas Splints or Cray ler' s 'dire were commonly used with 

good results for immobilisation during evacuation. 

For the lower limbs the `Tobruk r las ter" was 

popular (a Thomas splint a_ plied with the knee slightly 

flexed, wool -rolls between the knees and side bars, a 

plaster slab behind and encircling turns of plaster 

round splint and limb). 

2or the upper limb a large U- shaped slab was 

applied under the elbow coming well into the neck and 

over this encircling turns of plaster binding the arm to 

the chest. 

These devices were intended to give comfort 

to the patient during the evacuation and required to be 

changed on arrival at the base hospital. 

Abdominal wounds travelled badly and had to 

be operated on very early, hence the value of a Field 
ti 

äurgical Unit placed well forward. These cases had to be 

kept for at least four days before they could stand 
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la -iournev and it us.u.1 to have a fev beds avAlable v 

at each surgical centre for th.eia. TLae was not uasted : 

; 

at resuscitation if. O,)Cit1Oui !as -usually undert,ken 

drip ruaain,:;. 22,:a other ;rinciples of 
- 

iire su-rfaiJubic incision E,na swab-ù nj, of t_'s pelvis 

Jiti.Lout Zor tt.e riLors of oeritonitis, a 

strai(sht atfo_inal incision, e::tcriorisation or 

1-26ine, of the iate intestine and the ii-isartion of 

a rfIrvina tube throuh the incision. 10 c.cs. of 

suaohadiazine in 50 c.cs. of saline 132S. injected 

1rouLh this tube, and .aora later 12 necessary, the 

tu:oe being finallj pulled out. All intestinal 

injuries were Hursed in the 2us1er position with 

continuous gastric suction E;nd continuous intravenous 

fluids. 

The sualphonide series o2 druj;s ,rere 

tnsively used, viz., sulphanilaaile 125), 

'suiphk,yridine 693), sulhathiazole (1 - 1:3 730), 

and sulhadiazine. 

21. :22 I) 0 CF .31_12 T,c 3 .$.1` LJ 

forward sl_r_ersj- was of a hiLh order and noted 2articular1y 

that -)riaary s7,-Iture of -A-ounas had been avoided. There 

vas a.lso auch less ;-)111ing of wounds vdth vaseline 

"gauze thii )reviously. The successfUl results were 

a'Aributed to e@r1;,- treatoent, good resuscitation 
1 

;(adecduately rendered) -)rooer cleans in of 'ounas. 
_ 

Eenera I use of' sullThanilamide ad eouate drainage, and 
- 

1 

,-,u1-:eons at 3ase JosAtals -P-,,--orte that the _ 



Satisfactory iaaobilisation of ortho:,-)aedic cases 

ensuring coifor t ab le eva cue 'Li . iíuci credit went to 

the e fZic ent raa ,;,.eats or roziion of re fre s huents 

during the evacuation ouL-n v- a ad to the LIT-) r wed 

trans ort fci1ities. casualties es o _ _ _ v -P _ g 

correct labelling for a-)ecial centres as tell as excelllent 

field ,ledical notes were also uch a-a:.:reciated. 

It was noted that clothing was rarely abeciajd 

In the ':lounds. 

MObILE 3ECTICL OF AD7,.....1TaZID DEl'OT OF .12DIaL-a, Tua2,a' 

intenance of forwa rd medical units with 

ale di cal aulias was greatly i.f..^.roved by the ad.ition 

Of a mabile section to the AdvanceJ Depot of Ledical 

tores. The sui:-.;z es tion had cone from, EIaTH ABLY in 

This se ction, cons istifig of three lorries 

-Lon ( ea ch c onta inin a se le c tion of medical sue-_) lies 

three drivers and three a -1 . . corporals was sent 

forward to the, divisional areas, thus saving Yield 
. 

4ffoulances a. long journey back to the Depot f or 

replenial=ents. This nobile section often -orlzed as far 

as 200 - 400 ailes in advance of the. Depot and carria d 

with it a raoresentc.,tive selection of the -.oat 

frecluently used medical stores. Tt made tours of 

divis ional medical units on a ere- arran Yed tiae table 

q)ein g attached to each 2ield .Ambulance in turn; a,nd 

Without it another medical s tore deot would have been 

nedessary. 

This Mobile ¿ection is now included by War 



Offica in the 'Jar Establishaent of en Advanced 

Depot of Medi cal 

23. GEE.L'?1,14 

1 

Once active cnerations calaanced there was little 

of hygiene intere:-.3t until the enaay broke early in 

ZoveIber. Then the antici)ated bLrgiene jrobleas arose, 

caotu4led territory - cleaning up of fouled areas, 

purifyinz water supplies, delousing )risoners of war, 

and 2ushin2; forward apparatus to ensure the cleer7in.ss 

of our troops. This latter was necessary as thus 

'f'ever had to be borne in mind as a hazard if our own 

;troops became lousy. 

The'reuoval of human remains in all stas oi 

decomposition from armoured fihting, vehicles on the 

battlefield was one of the unpleasant dutie 

in .1:i1Cil hiane personnel had to assist. 

The scharie of pooling formation Field :Lyg'iene 

'Sections before the battle had excellent resalts. 
1 

-Issistants ware where they were re',:uirei7.1 and the 

4ygiene section workshops -»roduced a steady _flow of 

aratus to supply troops movin,.; forward into new 

areas. it was possible to sand fr.sarfl hyr:iene teams 

with stores and :.-.),,aratus to catured areas like 

Ile_Taa and CL-L:CU-;ZO long bei'ore any permanent 

'unit was available. 
so- 

One difficulty that arose was that the rapid 

changes in the caaposftion of formations resulted in 

sanitary assistants becoming cou)letely divorced from 

their 2areut units. 



iace en ! 

-LLtJL 11!: 

With the advL-deice it -::fas nece.s sarv- .-!'!ak- e 

for a 11 ne! areas -which were to serve as 

Lines of Co=unication and advanced rases . Our Field 
ygione !:.,actions carried out e-x.oE.111ent work in 

'dap ositing s tore in such a i'eas. with the 

es -tk.tblishment of Sub-Areas three. Field 4ene 

e c ti ons ,zere detailed to sinervis e their iriene 

land sanitary restoration: two being allotted to the. ar 

! includir Lit and TO131:CL:1:-. and one for er ea . 

!:C.:!OLII:iG- 

The mobile co oker introduced for aa--roured 

!units :oroved its worth: for such units , aven i the 

worst battle conditions ; were able. to get hot meals 

2.- :-TLht, forward for their tank crews . 

The reintroduc ti on of C. orapa-ny c ooking was 

also appre ciated but :Tiuch training and propaganda 

was still necessary to ilarove the standard of cooks 

and cookhouse hygiene to make c oi-oany cooking a success. 

26. dATEA 

In the initial stases of the operation the 

t,:ater SU D-,)ly Jas a :Los t entirely from L)oints on 

.pielines oriLinating in A f All -at er was 

chlorinated before is sue On the average the daily 

:issue was one to one and a half gallons per head. 

th the move forward many- new end do ubtful 

Sources fraa birs (water holes ) and we lls were brought 
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into use. Hygiene personnel assisted in the inspection 

and clearance of polluted wells, and supervised the 

chlorination of new supplies. Diesel oil, bone oil, dead 

bodies were the commonest agents contaminating water 

supplies but rarely held up our organisation for long. 

As water had to be transported over long distances 

the daily allowance per man dropped for short periods to 

a half gallon of water. 

27. JEATIER. 

During October and 1,,ovember the weather 

became cooler and in November Khaki serge battle -dress 

replaced the summer drill. Jays were sunny, and day 

temperatures were moderately high in October with nights 

cooling off rapidly while in November the nights became 

colder and heavy rain occasionally caused discomfort 

to the troops in the field. During this month the mean 

daily maximum, and minimum temperatures at EIGHTH Ait'EY 

r.. were 72.5/ and 54.250' respectively. 
28. HEALTH AND DISEASE 

From Table I it will be seen that health of 

EIGHTH ARLtY during October, ivoveuber and December 1942,: 

was well maintained considering that there was such an 

increase in the battle casualties between 4th October 

and 15th November. It is, however, noticeable that the 

battle casualties still remained well below the number 

of sick. The average daily sick admission rate to field 

medical units decreased frpm 1.67 in October to 1.59 per 

1,000 strength in Ivovember. 



In e II the notable feature is the 

di s c eraent during these lontl of diarrhoea and 

dysentery by infective heatitis as tl-B 'disease reached 

'epidemic 7.)r ODorti ons a.:nd - caused so much loss af man- 

power owing to its rrolore d coub se 

Inflammation of the ar eolar tissue n±icn could 
be associated with accidentil injuries , and burns s till 
ranained very high and caused a lot of ower was tage 

Infective .::le-1_;atitis appeared 1-aost roìientlj 
a t fi rs t in j_1 .ï 

L: e nd 'uralian Divis i on.,s 

thf ortund. tely lack of knowledge of its cause and -lode 

spread 2:oevented any special c tiC :la a s-ur s 

being instituted. 
The Consultant in Tr o)i cal 1.:edicine (1943) 

reported that ti-E high incidence of this disease was 
no t confined to EIGLTH but was Prevalent els ewher 
in _iddle East where the incidence was fro: 0.38 per 

1,000 in June to 5.03 per 1,000 in De cailber 1/,_1:42 . The 

incidence of cases in the iliddle East es a whole, hoqever, 

provided an excellent o_ ortuni ty for investigation 2_ 1-1C1 

this was carried out and recorded by several medical 
officers (WIZ ItOGI C-i-Cfd.)01 ( 1942) OXì ( 1943 ) 

and CACLED.CY ( 1943) ) . T'are :e di ca 1 lulle.tin e )te.caber 

l943) on- -"Info_ c 'Ave 1-'e-Datitis and Allied Forras of 

Jaundice' sual-riarised all known information and s tressed 
that "in the absence of a satisfactory laboratory test, 
control of e)idefaic spread must rest in a greater 



a_viarenéss of the -yrodromal syrx;)to.:as and isolation of 

suspects before jaundice aears'. 

It was noted that the incidence was greatest: 

Lanon officers and that it often affected several 

embers of the saae mess. This has suested the theory 

that these persons share eatin utensils which may be 

:responsible Co r s-_-)readin the infactin aEent as a 

'result of 

'excellent review in the 13ritish Medical Journal Ç IL;425: 

"Tov.27,p.680) sucort the theory of an axcramental 

s-pread. 

It was a Leneral observation that cases of 

Infective hepatitis, if discharged too soon; tended to 

relapse or in any event arrived at Convalescent liepots, 

before bsing fit to derive benefit from rehabilitation, 

To avoid this and to obtain some uniformity in -eet_eau 

of cases _:ladicaa units ',,ere ,iven the folloding 

instructions ;- 

(i) :',11 cases of infective hepatitis were to be 

kept n bed till the urine was free from bile, 

or appetite had fully returned. 

(ii) All cases were to be ke-:A in hosital. until the 

disaearance of jaundice. 

(iii) Thereafter the patients were to have at least 

two weeks convalescence. 

(iv) rela)se cases indicatiro. extensive liver 
'4;1- 

damage were to be evacuated to jouth 4frica 

when fit to travel. 
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Li e)1 t e of the e2fi uient axis 
military organis a ti on. it va ain-2ully evident 

tlirourhout '1;1: e ca &in that the st,ridar,-.1 of h.:,-giene was 

a:' t one could observe eers onci 1 1 y 

axia a1tia confirmation fl-soil of fi ei1 r e2orts one could 

o as far as to s h' le the Gerfaa ns had a weak : 

:hygiene organisation the Italians had none. 

They en a-i-Ly line s and camps at E.1., the. ir 
at rT Toaaux 

7 

,iA and :22,11 we e revolting 
in the macees of human fa eces and refuse left eV eiyah ea:?e 

It is na tural ef or a- that th :e disease 

inciCLenc cially diarrhoea and dysentery was very 

hiL¡h and contributed in no smell qeasure to his 

iea-iy r.4arraEzn end Ilaiian prisoners were admitted to our - 

hospitals suffering frck-a a combination of chronic 

dysentery, starvation and gross nutritional disorder. 
Inability to evacuate these cases to the rear coupled 

with a certain callousness on the part of the Axis 

appear to have been the chief factors in the retention 
in the line of these men who would have had little 
fighting value. 

Louse infestation was present in almost 

in Italian prisoners of 'Jar and to a slightly lesser 
degree in Germans. A comprehensive reception area had 

AP 

to be organised for the disinfestdItion of thase 

prisoners of war before they 'ware evacuated to caups 

base areas. 



The disgraceful condi tions under :hich our own 

tro ops -itainly Africans and Indi ans 7 who had be en axis 

oris oner s from July to Yovanber, 7 were kep t , are a severe 

indictment both of his hy,:iane and sanitary standards aid 

of his human i tar ian rinciples. The ir camps were 

overcrowded and f ilthy latrines were holes in the 

:round and grossly inadequate end co oking arrangements 

¡hardly existed. The ,'2:ro s sly deficient c9et is sued 

resulted in av teulinc a es a a-oe cia 1 1 v r, and was 

the cause of - tragically hi,1112, ,d,)-(3 ea ter; rats aaong our 

Lien. 

31. . _ 

As so on as the advance started, D lanning was taking 

o lace for the lon.:y-tera oolicv of development of 'advanded _ 

L:),.:7 a a in CY:. and . It was d c id ed 

that TOBHUK, BEL: Em.f. IhIPOLI would in turn be advanced 

bas, es for EIGI-21!"-:. ha case Of TOBRUK and 

.,i..31"-IYGA3I or evious kno-:11_ of these areas -Toyed of 

tvalue in drafting the first key olens and c e 

1 roje c ts 

r..= cao tur ed TatiUK and hJ iJ its 
lAdminis tra tive taf f made the necessary irxle di ate sh or t 

terni plans but this was usually based on first key 

lan which was in their hands as a Euide just before 

the ports we re cao tured. 

As the speed of advance fr am ToBauK to ,J-_;J 

twas so rapid a fir st key plan was not available to 

tOIGHTH .20HY before the cap ture of the latter ) or t 
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HaNaver, a reconnaissaae a 1") arty -A th 

rep res en tat iva s of TH. .Le di at ely vi site 
the -o act arid -or eiL.-...are,.d the first key 'Dian. "on s-pot" 

- 

by 2:7., th . 

The. s ec ond_ ke Y 'Plan arv.'.1 mai nt en an ea oject re 

;then made for TOBRUK on 4th De ceMber and for 
!on c.::,th Dec cab er . The roro,-je_cts allow ed for 20 s 

of stores for :=`Lril-iy and ancz!. for a to to 

Ithr ea 3eks reserve when hP1. to ok over the areas. 

Liaintenance was to be effected (a) by sea 
, 

:-.-_rora the DEL TA to TOBRUK and later to 3:1, G.;:31 (b ) by 

ii to TOE&IK (c) by road for-,-.'ard of TOBRUK the 

ceas fully d eve loee d. 

OD:11v-, 

The provisional elan for the EIOA base 

ed fo or the rovision of 1200 has )i tal beds and 

two de -)o ts of je.icr1 s tor e distributed. as fo 1 lows 

!TO-ELT-UK One G ene, ra 1 Flos p it al (600 beds ) 

Cne Afri can section (100 beds) 

One Advanced Deoot of Medical Stores 

Evacuation t: By sea 

By rail - Ambulance Train 

By air from EL ADEhi airfield 
13',L.11:1 I One Gene.2,-sa1 Hos i ta.1 ( 200 bads ) 

One Af r lc an S cc ti on t 100 bads ) 

Clae. Advanced Dep ot of :IadLciì 3 to re 

One Venereal Di a ease Tre a tie n.t Csritra (2O0 beds) 

a.c ua t i on z By. Hospital Ship 

By Ai r from 
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In another snilyable site One. Convalescent Der) ot 

(1000 men) 

P.). 600 

froa the ;:.',UDiLkl. anf we.3 standin.g by in 

rea at notice to ov to elLZE:ELICii.. 

Hoso ital I6hip was standing by in 2--LEXIAZDRIA 

to s ail to TO-3MR ar,-i so on as it could be a cce:p ted 

Genera:1 7.1oc; i tea 'had been brought 
71-7-1- ri Tycr ri- 

Jj_ie I. LL L)Jii.L4Ltt 

Ta_auK was ca;-D tured 7 the 

iLLY I. .1aL ted ti La u OjjflL: tO dame ,cre to the fomer 

7r(1TEH 

ïritLsh hos-Di tal buildings there no no suiteble 

hos»_te.1 site for a 600 bad Has oital nor was there sn 

o..le.-..63.ate water sul; ,.ccordirly it was decided 

to locate to C.C.s . tone 1-3r1 tish and one Indian) at 
r-.20:13a:ri: and to establish the 600 bad hos at 
or Ii3.4.12:,1a3 

C . -Jar e iiraediately established 

by IGTEI 

'20a 

;cases ',',7are beiii 

¡ground 

at l'OER"Lii. 

On 24th -.0overciber the fi rst HoSojtal hi-o enter ed 

ema evacuated 450 ')atients. meanuhile serious 

eva cue ted by air froul. J T31:111.: landing 

( 20 rLiles south of TL FOK). 

A rneftLcal representative vJas included in the 

reconnaissance on 3rd December of TOBRUK Dar-ti 

rec onnais sence party which , carried out a 

and BIIEITC-1Z:JI . In the Key Plan resulting -from this 
day 

d- 1 une -f °flowing iu.e di cal layout as fin..ally decided. 
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- 4, S 

One A-Zr c an ection of a General iosít1 

One Advanced d..ep ot of 17edioa1 stores 

not of 're at imp or tanca and could be 

staffed as for a recep ti on station. 

CE (70 miles from liI) 
One General hospital ( 600 beds.) and 

One tfrican .ec ti on 1(.,,0 beds) 

Thera were good building:s here able to 

ac co,11 c)d a te the beds with ease. 

I 0-ne Gene-al ital (200 be ds ) to be 

lo cated to ge ther JTh an . A .T . i.edical 

Re c eivi n- 3tr, t4 on in the Italian. "Colonial 

Kos .0i tal" 

Orte Advanced Dap ot of Diedicl 3tores to 

be allocated a 'Iorti on of a big be. rrackS 

in the south of the town. 

An ideal sí te for a Convalescent Dap ot 

(1000 'Ian) situated 13 east of 

in the CI-EBEL KDAR hi 1 1 - it 

had a go od Jater su ),)ly and the site 

had already been oc cu -.)ied, by a small 

Italian convalescent hos2 ital. 

1,.n. Army iiedical ..-Lr ea had be en established 

7 miles south of 1111'Gjf but it was lanne d that if 

the attack on GiDI1À defences succeeded th2. rmr 

!:edic al Area wculf, mo ve forward and 12e. tients ot Id be 

evaAmated to the 200 - 300 bed "holding' hospital 

5er ious cas es would be fl atm to EL A.DED1 

at - 
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. GHIL TO T EAbT3IR FROHTTER OF Tlf"1-1'-'1A 

(13th December 1942 - 13th Februar 1943) 
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ï.rr _... ,_ ,}_ _^._ ra . :,;i':i` ` L -_-. 

P<i_i.'l' 

to t. .e tva .ï, s ror_ _o-r 

of _'üi;I iñ 

(13th Decerizbe r 1942 -- 13th i+'ebri ary 1943i 

0 .:.lïá. 

.i -i? ,..,'rnr -,. .. _ __ s On lv , .eranber y:ll.: .L a.s rea.r to : - 

r eSUi;le the advance 

10 Loi'o:., had no4d -been relieved- by 30 '.;orJS. 

!in the _Line :''lii.le the former rested and refitted in 
':i,",i '-_'?-T' f';T . ! r{ the . :-' 1:. - 1 ._T T <iL' . 30 l.or'7s consisted of one 

ri:.ou-re (1 sion, one ar_ loi..u-ed brigade and t..o infantry 
divislCfi:s . _Y ts task was to attack the ^_"i: il. cii-E 11.sr 

defences and to be rep ar ed to follow ., the success. 

i Zt Was anticipated that if the attack -;.Tas successful the 
s -,,; and the :-,;,:. ,o,::: ei^ie:îly oLt'_Ci_ 'v:ltYidrai to -`.4t,! LCl anQ Yiiie '' ii:i.l t.::'. , .i,::`t ? 

2i 10 ,.:ì1le .5 further was; t. 
It was foreseen t:L.-)at the nie;_intenance of 30 Coa.-..-»8 

:a c' the. ra.euation of its ;,a_.sualties -vas -oii,` to be a 

: severe strain on road transport for along tete (3-ULF OF 

hT°>iT1rl the for .;.rl u1.e-re we re no big l.a:rbour s or w13i.i'. =.r 
;1.vo-uld be the añ.ti .îced base and : 4=: I ï3ULTI.:û:f or 
, 

:.R21á ïl.i ,Dht be us eC_ su:_;-.D1;r points usine small 

coaster craft fr o;?1 .3 ` L'zi Lvi but this ;Jouid be difficult 
to operate in stormy. weather known to occur in the 

OUI;H 3i17 winter. 

It essential now that T::ith its 
big port be c.i -)tured as soon as _possible since transport 

' was inadequate for maintenance of other than - small 



-r'orce over the lonL: di stanc e e erJ 32.1.:I;:.',3.1 an d 112.IP0.0. 

and our LA...m. was to 1,--io.intain Our acIvnce with a o werful 

force west of TRIPOLI. ',I-7th fil-ft.I.PCLI in our hands 

ain. te nonce ;.-1 ould be carried out .by e'ea from the. DELTII 

hand T. 031::(..;K by-pass' EEDILO I and el ii.,-Linatin..s the long 

road haul fro.i that iort. i'iaintenance from. TZ1IPOLI 

,testwards would be ef fe cte d by road. From th, medical; 

'aspect the foregoing remarks ap-oa.r equally to 31.f& rai a tf_bia 

of sick until ;e reached and .1-, a.s se d 2.2.11-0LI or t, and 

apart from air the Orla: arlS of evacuating patients 

-..lould have to be by the long tediois roacL 01=1. D; to 

This part of the surve7 ther ef 'or a deals with 

( a) an advance of 340 miles by T(17-17:I ":.C. across 

`_-:IioL ' ITiI invo lng or ep or a ti alas 2o or tri o j or 

actions at _I_ Ij orf, BUERAT 

( b ) the capture arf initial develooLsnt of the important 

.) ort of 

(c) a 1; or of 63 days. 

This is dealt with in t o sec tions ; 

ection I ]3UERAT (13th December to 

14th Jecauary 

i.3ec ti on II 1jatAT. to the Frontier of 

' (15th January to 13th Februar 
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3. 'r rrk;, .1, - c4-1 

..LLL J. 

The _is cha.r of s tore s eui.i t and 

a'unftioii t TOIKITE. r Che d. ) eak ( 26 7000 tons ) 
during the v;:e el,: ending 15th De liber rail this t-Lile On 7 

;idea iv ar la s to TO..3aT.K f_ecreased_ as they increased at 
1-1& and by the end of Dec ember ma intena. nc e of 

IGHTI-1 idrinY; througi ceased. 
"Fg',NG:L3I ort -a as very r1nerCo1e to strong 

Weather ow in to its outer ioie having be on damaged by 

obing . On 3rd jenuary .a severe s torn arose and blew 

or 1 1;;;,; o day s. It incr eas ed the bra ac h a lr ady e:cLsting in 
the outer mole causing: the los s of a ship outside the 

rbour the 'total loss of t.;:o shies within the harbour, 
an damage to ssvca1 others and to nely constructed 
lighter berths. 

The effect severe storni was serious 
i( a) discharge at the -o ort 1:vas serìous1 y reduced at the 
critical time when the r ray was ad,/ anc inz, rap idly to 

IB1,72a.AT and (b ) the da ga done .120Vjf rendered the port ! 

isus ce;.)t ble to le S ser storms and oulcT reouir e ships 
to Du t to sea bef or e these s torms broke ( this happened 

:on 10th and 14th januazy ) an.d led to a very he,-..ivy all 
in tonna e to be di s char.e d 

11 before the attack on the 12,,L., Gi5ElL de f.t..rice s 

nd until -was fully dev eloped the deliveries .'r 
sea te- that -2o rt were a ugmented by road fron TOFaTh.. 

This was a dis tence of 300 miles an!: the road lift 
amount?. d to an aver age of BOO - 900 tons 9er day. 

This route was also used to cork) ensate for 
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aara to increase the lift ; 

:10 Cov.-fe whilo t-r.ans:»ort was used 

Trans:.-,ort 

4 , 

The c'..lamaJaia for General T-op,nsf)ort Coa9ailie3 

out of all -.T'o:-,ortion to the 

) orte, 81) ar t t 1'1E. t eCilaire.d or r:o-1-a,--1 

olierational :Toveant was -7_rad for 

(a) at the A-dvanced Eases at. TO:131HUL(.. and :.-E1-;G:13 . 

(b) the lonL road sur»)ly route fra:L T013-a. thxaouTh 

tO soue 674 

(c) the heavy prorafame of road an-71 aer 3f:20= 

cons truction. 

To ziet this the hard f)ressed I'JZLTA arid 

2..1.1E ET II': E b as a as further de:aude d of trar, ort 

:briEL-in; to a standstill uclany Lportant base works 

there-,:y caus h inconvenience. 

Q. 

..A.s the ad va 7C1Ce ogr es se al d e nally air:' i e idS 

; viere s-t_ Ta-.-.(n 
,- captured, Lnd occudie, the daJand for the repair,, 

and for the "all weather" construction, of these 

airfields increased so as to er1t of increasin'z the 

rie of our tactical -rid strataL:ical Ts)o.l.bers to cover 

;Western T2.2:i'CLITZI.7i.,. 
2 

ana 

C ons truc ti on an0, the e a ti;Lblis haant o 2 the b&Aber 

¡bases was a Hea olitent Of e..intenance in additibn 

to the already severely strained .:2rograa:Ae for EIC4HTH: 
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in site of the 1-,1:.?nj difficulties 

involve. 

8.. ;rat 

ln- 

loaf,: distances 
; 

Fro .1 t ora1e :»Dini of view this achieve4nt 

_ 
® 

.3o far the ;zeneral situation at this 

"can urifoldeq e:i-Z-1 it 77i11 be seen 

=ls "into the slots tria,cle. 

the 

The T.ledical or7a:nistion developed during 

this )eriod on the folloing lines :- 

E:1) DJ111.3I 

1-7.)out seven 

cal: 

:south of of th e 

nain roed was the rn edical Area. it CO nrieed a 

-Z.ceital2 a Yield A'buir,,.ncel a Fir-l(: 
1 

ial.wzical Unit sn. a Field Transfusion Unit. H 

In itself, the Italian Colonial 

:cs2ital was occu:i a .30.:111: of c.,k Yield A:abul,,-.Dce 

an unit. Arr:nge:::aats 

in hand for " o- ital to be ect 

:fro a the 71)ELT..-.. 

shi 
Jui 

:rc .0 it :a.,:. not oL3d till 

l'Etc in J,:nuars',7. 

lUs .) -1.'1(1.11 

he 'ain hoe it-,L-21 for a.vcace bas 

,a 3,_C--Lc.d unit; ,L1-,J, establishef at ::__RCE on 70th 

Januar:2 havinfe relieved ha d -,re-fiousty 

;been estel-slished thern. This uared a big tn,. 

2(.)rd in the ±edical arraan-lents and the 2resence 

of this hosital henceforth reduced to a certain exten 



i-aun)o7iiar the Of' 

to th,- 

'»CCe 

LnJ 

TCC sellt fof.,arJ_ to asList in 3-f 

I(:CL1 Lion beyond JEZGA...ri. 

;r.;ent to 

:( 

.:;4.Lt cL.11 LiCC oafs) 

te to deal -:7ith the sick 

f the :qany est Ifrican I'ionear 

1-% . =H. '.., 

d) 

From fa-r-,,m-P(1. ID.Ss. and C.( .s. to the. 

cabes' 

(i) Road 

Aìr:Y T1EDIL AREA. at BI-3-JJG3I. From here 

were sorted out and evacuated (if serious) 

by air from .1-31.;,TIVA airfield, or by road 

to the ctL 

shi-o as imoiediately available , 
othergise by road to 

(ii) ,Jea 

4s has already been described, storas 

savarelz- ha .bered shipping at JE_Git,oi at tb;is 
; 

tine and this- equally al-,.cted hospital shib 

evacuation. 11,:vel.theless, so;e 1,40C oases', 

were evacuated by hos_Atal shd. p during thisl 

period. 



(e) 

Pase 

(iii) 

From 15th Deo)' a reu1ar ai...7:.b1:..lance train 

service o thr,,e trains 7)32 '.:11%T. was run to 

:?ci: 1--ili-ae. This enabled full advanta4 

to be taken oI Q!1, :lain air transort servict 
i 

lii.ch was orierL.tinE raora ayyd .-lore 'ro: 

AD i31.1 forward. Cert:.:.in casuLltias 

cnest, severe cases 

were flown direct frcl-a forward airfields 

aL' and EL to the DEL'i. 

h.ositals. As the advar.ce 2rozrasc,ed 

s a rds the dvad ..ir ::)ort Centre: 

Svcr.:ard, J. a 

eialLents of t'..re Ar:ay 

.the route of air evacuation from rd.11T 1 

to 2-2.arci and .-Cgt'L:17.21. end thence to 1bO:LT-2LE 

Ambulance Railhead or direct to tie T1E7-TA 

accordir to the nature o.L. -GAD. casualty. 

CAT,ILLmIE6 

The numbiar of casualties evacuated drin 

Ithe neriod 16th DecaLber 

1pat,tle 

Casualties 

,Hos)ital 135 

to 14th Jeurdary 7aas as fou 

Ambulance Train 206 

Air 

LI 16 0 .. 

oick 

1209 1345 

3097 4193 

374 L1-56 

141 159 

532 5621 5153 
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,)ljes of blood, plas,aa; saline etc.; v:ere 

sent re-ularly by air fro,the aIRu Base Transfusion 

Unit to ti vaaced Air kran,,,»ort Centre (to which war.3 

ac,teched a .aood l'ransfusion Unit) at BEL :A and to its 

suosecuent io cations, and thence distributed to forara 

Blood Transfusion Units. 

Urgent 2ledical stores ,Slere also flo,.:n to 

- --, 4- 4- 7 . 1 - 4- 
U r Oil,. 'IL I e ks :fie, C./.1 Ufa LS. 

In order to keei) LID the , of stretche:s 

and blankets 200 stretchers end 500 blanFets viere 

despatched by eacn hospital to 

o 

For sane tLle thought had been directed to 

-plans for the use of TI-JPOLI after cepture; an:f1 during 

Decenber 1:1)4c) of 2 

concerning T=CLI was collacted and collated together 

;with air reconnaissance _:,i-iotographs. These were used 

in preparing the first key plan and n:aintenance 

;12roject to be given to iIïJhTh iT as a basis for their 

;first reconnaissance after the ce)ture o2 

'InforJation concerning the country west of T=POLI wes 

collate: at the cane tine; ahasis being laid on the 

,availability auid t1us5.ti1it 0±' p or t S harbours aid 

anchorages includiig those of ZU.I.A; GB enA Y24,1K. 

The following factors were considered in 

drafting the plan 
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( a ) th Lv.:c!ca ïest aras from MIPOLI of our Zorc es 

would depend on the rate of Je-veloaent of TRIPOLI 

as a port and advanced supp3y and hospital base. 

(b) Maintenance -plannini74- basia. 

AlthouZil the future or comait:ent w&lis 

; - 

unknown, pllanning 11'7as based on the maintenance 

of the of EIGHTH and; tire Desert Air 

Force in TUZISIA. 

(c) 1.:aintenance and lllvacuation Ue 

With TItIl'ULI 1,000 miles frai the nearest 

Railhead at TOEE),ITI;;;., and 1,C0 nues fr on the 

aaint;3-;aa-o ce th sn1ies and eva cuation of 

casulties 'would be Ty sea onlr . with a .possjIDIe 

sea s hutt le cervice from TOEAUL ; with the eLLinatioi 
of tiE T=CLI BELI - TOBRUK road reethod of 
ma inte nan c e and evacuation. 

( d ) Port Develol-Jment cy 

R20Ta the ziedical asiiect it is -trortant to 

k'aow this as it e21eins how the devalo)ent of 

a 4i 0,1 hase was not r id as. it had. to fit in 

wjth the neavv haìere1 developrdent -prograame. 

laturally the maxim= development of the porit, 

; 

in the shortest p os s ible time was the aim but thiJe 

would debend on port repairs, on the availability 

of suitable shipping, çuay space and harbour craft. 

The target was 3,000-ton daily discharge of stores 

and amunition. 

In addition to reserves required for 10 Corp, 

Army Troops and A.A.F., reserves would also have 
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to be built i as Quickly -f.or the i2.rojected ziove 

forwar71 fr of for 

subEe(Luen.t IÏT1T1 L t ons 1 '1 G had. 

to be done in the shorties t oeible t ime in order, 

t to hadv er the ,:aftn.z7 in its -,ursuit of the 

eneJv. 

eve I o fl 

Tills. was of no iGiCU.. . LrJorcmce _Lae 

railway- sEar-v1-1-) bJIiCbI or t and ex..tendilazi 

70 :ales westward to 2,11.b .L '-:Voulf_ be used to the. 

ful 1 e .--'-, t el-,tent e si:e eially be twe en ,,,,- sort and 
.:. 

the. E--.tivaince bas s de.,o-t.-,s 
i 

1 :iich .ilastace 

Exceo t for liraited nub sr whi ch + be 

eva cuated by air casualties would_ be evacuated 

bi b hos,- ta.1; chi o service would be 

s tabl is hed dire et be tAe e.d fLtiCL. and Tali)CLI 

aioCiin for a Tail: OLI s hut tie. servi ce 

in an eLaerL--;.,.Incy. 

in order to aVoid unne ca. s sarjr sick wastage ad 
overloadi% of tile hos:oital sbi servi or the. 

ontinuamce of roed evacuation (which it was 

-planned to e liminate ) it was essential to establish 

a hos , ital bas e a t TIZIPOLI vi th sufji dent hos-, tcriS 

ancft a conva les cent de-: ot. 
onne 1 rsij.orcenents 
Acco,odation for aueïted 

cili ties ' ould be re o uired for 1.2 ers oi-Laa 

l'eln-orCeLientS owin6 to the distance fro a base 
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A shiling schedule ms arranged ana included 

the loadin of four 3.1-1i2s of oa»acity between ,OG 
and 7,000 tons to be, ready to sail on or after 1 

Janurr fro for TRIPOLI as well as those 

earaared for 

11 (LF L:ïIoI: JhaCE.]J L:ITTIVE 

The. ,distance covered har ITH LC in its 

adv;nce to Tali-G-1,1, soe 1,40C lailes, as a great 

achievelaagt even with 'echanical aids considering 

the ty_)c o2 country covered, but J_.!. 

as.)ect it was an exacting ratter arid it das thPr=fore 

reciated tLat the time was at hsi_C to arrange an 

interediate adinistrative Lody beteen 

Lal U. . to relieve the for lar of the 

and increasing adllinistrative res2onsioilities 3:cruing 

frail its advance and to allow it to conontrate on 

1 ii These resonsii1itias can be suaiarised 

as lollows 

(a) Increased rs2ons1bi1ity in Laintanance ald 

hospitalisation -policy. 

(b) Control of the large civilian )opulation of 

-"va_n6 J.-sacha TRIPOLI and having' continue,-1 

!their advance ,restizard EIGHTH AaMY and the 

'would bear the same relation to [iadle East 

as an overseas expeditionary force would to the \iar 

Office. 
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cc ordinifl y it s dci to establish 

at TIiCLI, soon after its cap ture a com.0 lete Base an 

I Lin es of Co:an-al:Li cati ons Heaca«-.ua-oters under control of 
,:i; .0 .0 . iIi.f1. . It ',/o uld take co nti-o 1 of THIPOLI 

port advanced. ell'a of Ti;. Li? OL]:114:1. Area 

It would also de al direct ',Jri th .11 .. . on behalf 

of 2LiGHT.Ei Y. 

12. 

0 Q1/4?23 tional and adminis trative inforuntion d vailable. 
The 'Ides tarn Desert Air Force 

amounter.1 to a s trenth of 24C, 000 . Iospitai bede 

re,..luil-ed in Ti:CIPOLI were estimated on a basis of 

casua lties and sick in two-thirds (. the f i;zhting 

component) of thL,,,: forne and 4-3_ casualties and sick. in 
the re ,-.1aining third .,Thich was cons ide red as the., base 

c orn.0 onent ='.:;oille 16, COO beds ere therefore re uir ed 

but it was decided to 

beds in TRIPOLI end the re 

available in the bas e hospitals in 1I141TT and 

.About 2,700 beds were to be located in ZAIPOLF 

and 1 14 CO in 0 ZIEI,AICA 

TR C'LI 

One General Ho sp ital 600 beds 

and expansion) 

2 Ca 

The medical plan for T.::',11)CLI was based on all 

of- 

lace initially only 25-, of these 

One Gene :l Hos oital "-SW beds 

and e-x,..)ans i on ) 

One Corabined (British Indian) 

Ganer1 Hospital 

BOO beds 

800 beds 

400 beds 



Two 

One V.D. Tree. tîent 
One Vi 

Centre 

1Lz_g__11,1 - 

4GO beds 

20O beds 

100 beds 

Total - 2,700 beds 

Other raedica.1 units reluired ;- 

Une .2onvalescent De )ot (less 

one c'livis ion (1L,00 beds ) ) f or 

One _LUS 1011 Liait 

One :Dental Laborato-,, 

One Orthopaedic Centre 

One Maxine-Facial Unit 

The above units were to iT,roVidc-,..d by 

171101 the 2a_se, -while the followir4:s units wcre 

to be provided by 

One Field iyiene '.5ection 

Field 3urgical Units 

Mobile iLygiene Laboratory 

1:_obile :Bacteriological Laboratory 

De.litc-1 Units 

Iobile Ophthaiiic Unit 

LSObji iTeuro-6ur8d_cal Unit 

One eotion (2,5 cars) for Tills.30.1,1. 

Juildins vjee to be selected a areas 

earmarked for these aa í cal uni ts m2.kifl a. generous 

i 

allowance for civilian needs by apzpropriatinL: only one 

civilian hospital for milit4--try purposes. 

rece.rve hospital area was to be selected 



 .1,-;2,11..:1 

i 

isorte distance fro:: T=OLI for uae in cases of 

damage by 

fr further hos-,,itals if such becazae necessari. 
bombing to any of the town hospitals clad al4 

_ 
,tva.cuauLon waL. to be on "Irevious lines; seriotes 

cases to be flown to TOLL1 (for ambulanna train eveuvc-Jion 

to the DELT) or arect to the DIILTL while otha 

,Aould be evc,cuated bLr hospital In the e7ent 

of many sick and casualties occurri= a 2re_ent 
1 

,-- hoc:itel shi-d service woulg be re uire; L.,,nd shuttle. 

service TLLOLI - iG I or TX7.1-CLI - iiLK light 

be necessary if beds w.í, s-rort to _uicken the turn- 

1 , 

roun: of b.os»it._;1 ships. 

12. MEDICAL PL:: FOR THE ..¡L112,2J:22 f:LIPCLI 

( e e Appendix' 2) 

30 Corps were to atuock, ti Ja 3TC;EaLT WIOT. ZELL 

7:,7q;', defences and advance on 1=OLI in two colums, 

one taking the coastal route and the other the inland 

route while an Independent Eri:a1e would o)erate in 

the area between The coastal coluln consistin: 

of one division was to oderate alorp.g the road EUERaT 

S LJTÁ - TRIPOLI. 'The inla;r1 cole_iLn consisting of 

one ar.dou2e1 z_nd one infantry diviSion as to advance 

rapidly over descrt,tracfzs fro-a jouth of naaiLT 

through jED2....al L5a1L1 LLIED 1.2)=L;:.ii and on to Ti.FC,LI. 

ew7_n, to the distances involved two separate 

evacuation lines and C.C.;3s. were used while the centre 

colo_m evacuated cases tO the most accessible 

of the inIzaald and coastal columns. 
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;. Field ,i,5.mbu1ance (less one company) was used 

to coordinate the evacuation and to form staging :.7)osts 

on the long coastal route .releasin turn 

for more .2o-1-:.rd work and finally o:)ening an .D.3. 

near MISIMATA. A New 2.ealand CC.S. was es tk...lishe.d. alt 

TX.IET for the coastal co Itran alf. Ca V Clla te ucs cases 

by air from the neighbouring Landing Ground. A South 

African C..C.S., ,411.ich was closed at :.:MaTILTII was to move 

U) to 2LL..:._;.21'21 a-,Arait orders to take ove.r from. the: 

M.D.S. at SEDADA.. This CeC.. VMS to receive cases 

from the inland. column aiñ evacuate by air through 

1Lnding ground as soon as a service could be 

st&rted. 

Lloved frofkl 

37:2T E to T.2j111 to await orders to move to TaI.L'OLI.. 

The Divisions in the Coastal Colunns were 

allotted an Ambulance Car Convoy to meet the increasedl 

(1e-iland for Am"-yti.lEn ce Oars when the evacuation line 
"De came extendecL 

A carefully thou:nt out. oc,r11.i.e was :nade 

:or the a ntry into Tr2CLI. rraneents ware -lade for 
a medical and hygiene staff to be along the earliest to 

,enter the tol.aa with a 17`-; alf" section 
kaliulance * The la L,ter would e over tal: a1-J. 

medical L. tor es . Th e. foinar would make a Lluick 

reconaaissance oii Lilt.. town. 
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( 15th January to L February ) 

". `A' 771 - 

6 -endix 

On 16th Jam at' V" the E ;11117: attacked the 

;enemy in the. ,2DI def c . :1,11 9rearations 
and dispositions had be en con-Lo le te.d n the usual tioi'oï 

. The dei' en ces overcoraa: and the ene,5.:iy 

ialo:i the coast road I.tin a series of delayin:, 

actions and c a rryin out many de.moli -Lions . 

Cur costal co luau o cc i e,c7L : on 18th 

January and as it vrtaintaine.d its 2ressure along the 

coas t, the inland colum was svTi 'aging s outh-west into 
; the hilly country and ithout eetin great resistants 
;-cap tur ad 1R.I.E-'0LI on 3d ja 

The. ¿o al had been re&chedL The dre an" of desert 
; cark:a ismers had ....la. teri ser-1 . There reraained ) however 

the enemy VihQ aas i thdrayTin:7 ) 

did no t halt but uo the .::)ursuit yî3t of Tar2oLI 

Res is -t-,'3.nc -"out the TU1161f frontier 
was not reached until LI', th Februar7 owing to extensive 

:Alain:, on tI ro to an d. b a; weather. In L,1.flit ion 

(dye rtin i S attenti on to f2,.I.E'CL/ 

u,_er success wes trards the 

the AIC: war,' 

iraz.)id cleariivi_ up and d eve law-le."). t of that toi. 
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. AIR ..31,101_11i.TIOIf F Q .1 AIR"? .1-hLD,- 

,Wlua",Jle 

r 
tor;;- o 

ir evacuation fr for- airfields as _ _os t 
and Saver l Janj a tie-a-its tiì Lîstreaa of a rou,ih 

1_1. the othei- hand it ¡lot uite 
:1)-a1ranc e o lane s could no t al./ay-3 

obtained ly at u,a.L: _)lace ti_.ey were wanted. 

The S 2= )roved however, when the .F. Landi n," 

Gr (../L1 cc onnc.issance of fi car began informing the 

.1.-) . -Y5, of suitable rf for evacuatioaì e 

dîca1 units could be sited c onveniently near. 

:It was a tressed at this stage that aiabulance o lanes when 

r e:luired were needed urgently and i.tust Le he-1(7_ ready 

at rearward landing grounds to be sent forward on. 

reuest by D.ID.IT.S. Cor-os or 21.2).1:: G Division. 

i the criod 13th to January 

30 Cores susta ined 507 battle casualties ard 159 

I were sick. Of this total of 6665 32C natients were 

; evacuated by air to rearward lsiGing grounds a -1d to 

; the hew _Lealand_ O..:3. at 72. 

117 T. 

Fror,-, constant air reconnai,,,aa r-.1-1c1 phot hy 

we were a-;!are of the feper_ ene* for the 

dCLì101ition of TRIPOLI harbour . By _1st January he had 

c ohp let el; blocked the harbour by siriJn.g four vessels 

and had blown extensive bre a ches into the -.)1-i17161-.. 1.1UB. 

These de lolitions were confirmed fr tilt ground 

immediately after the cal) ture of the Dort. '6-0°1 

berths d the _) ort petrol ipe1ine had been destroyed 
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PART IV 

TUNISIAN FRONTIER TO THE END OF TtìE CAMPAIGN 

(14th February to 14th Mayi 1943) 

1. GENERAL 

Un 20th February FIRST and EIGHTH A iiiIES carne 

under the co- ordinated operational command of 18th 

RMY GROUP. G.H..i :.E.F. continued to be responsible 

for the administration and maintenance of EIGHTH ARiviY 

and the gestern Desert Air Force. 

By 21st February the advanced elements of 

EIGHTH ARMY were in contact with the enemy south of the 

viARETH defences and immediately concentrated west of 

`iP.IPOLI with a view to attacking these defences. 

Maintenance of this force and evacuation of 

its casualties was by road from TRIPOLI. Air evacuation 

was also used. The road distance was about 175 miles 

of which the last 50 miles were in a very bad condition 

and just east of the TUNISIAN ISIAly frontier the road crossed 

a narrow causeway across the marshes. 

Qn 3rd larch, H. . , TRIPOLITAT' IA BASE AND L OF 

C. took over control of 'TRIPOLI advanced base enabling 

the ARMY staff to concentrate on operational maintenance 

for the next advance. 

Qn 6th Larch, our positions at LARETH were 

attacked in strength by the enemy but they were repulsed 

suffering heavy losses. 

During the first half of Larch, 10 Corps was 

moved forward from BENGASI area and was concentrated 
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west of TRIPOLI by the beginning of the LARETR battle. 

2. THE ADVANCE TO NNFIDAVIT,T F, . (See appendix 

On the night of 20th -21st larch EIGHTH ARMY attacked 

the MARETH defences. Fierce fighting ensued and continued 

until 28th Piarch when the enemy withdrew northwards to 

defensive positions in the line of the 'dADI. AKARIT, north 

of GABES, which was occupied after slight opposition. 

The dADI AKARIT was strongly held and was attacked 

on 6th April. After bitter fighting the enemy again 

withdrew. By 10th April- SFAX was occupied. 

10 Corps now took up the pursuit and two days 

later'occupied SOUSSE and the enemy withdrew to 

ENPIDAVILLE , 13 miles further north. On 13th April 

the enemy defences south of ENFIDAVIJ,T.F were contacted 

and on the night of 19th -20th April a further attack was 

launched which resulted in its capture. 

The rate of advance is shown below :- 

MARETH 

CBES 29th March 2 days 23 miles 

IADI AKARIT 31st March 4 days 40 miles 

SFAX 10th April 14 days 108 miles 

SOUSSE 12th April 16 days 190 miles 

ENFIDAVILLE 20th April 24 days 218 miles 

The average distance covered daily was 9 miles 

including heavy fighting at «ADI AKARIT. 

The EIGHTH ARMY line remained on the E1'FI]JAVILLE 

front till the end of the campaign for the enemy held 

strong defensive positions in the mountains north of 
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,NFIDAVILLE and some EIGHTH ARMY formations were removed 

to assist FIRST ARMY in the final drive on TUNIS. 

Un the 1st iLay 7th Armoured Division, 4th Indian 

Division and the 201 Guards Brigade moved west and north -west 

to join FIRST ARMY. As 1st Armoured Division had already 

been transferred the strength of EIGHTH ARMY on the 

ENF IDAVILLE front was reduced to four Infantry Divis ions 

and two Armoured Brigades. 

3. OPERATION OF .PORTS WEST OF TRIPOLI. 

Ports west of TRIPOLI were small but all were used 

for maintenance purposes for varying periods. 

The possibility of using ZARZIS had been doubted 

but it was opened on 10th March and, functioning for a 

week only, reduced the load on road transport from : 

TRIPOLI. 

GABES harbour was known to be of little value 

because of sand shoals and was used for three days 

only'from 3rd to 5th April. 

It was planned that SOUSSE and SFAX were to be 

developed to the maximum for the maintenance of EIGHTH 

ARMY. This was to be done by shipping direct from 

the DELTA and by small coasters from TRIPOLI. 

dith this in view ocean going ships were loaded 

in the DELTA prior to the attack on the MARETH line. 

They were then sailed to TRIPOLI where they were lightened 

to meet the draft restrictions of SFAX and held ready 

to be called forward. 

SFAX Harbour was partially blocked when occupied 
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on 10th April and could only admit landing craft, but 

in 4 days time it was accepting 'Z' craft and small 

coasters. The port was increasingly used until the 

end of the campaign. 

TRIPOLI ADVANCED BASE. 

By the beginitng of this period the capacity of 

TRIPOLI port had been sufficiently developed to permit 

the handling of the tonnages required by our forces. 

More harbour craft had been made available and 

thébulk petrol installations were repaired to accept 

the necessary quantities of petrol. 

The 95 cm. railway running from TRIPOLI to ZUARA 

was used only for clearance of stores from TRIPOLI port 

to depot areas that the rail served. 

The first Hospital Ship arrived at TRIPOLI on 

20th February and disembarked the personnel of a 600 bed 

General Hospital. The Hospital's equipment arrived 

about the same time by store ship. On the 21st February 

the first hospital ship evacuation of 35U patients was 

effected from TRIPOLI. 

ROAD TRANSPORT . 

By 13th February, with maintenance through TRIPOLI 

assured. the road haul from BENGASI to TRIPOLI had been 

reduced to a small daily average of about 150 tons , this 

being used in the nature of "balancing tonnage ". 

The immediate problem was the maintenance of the 

forces west of a roadhead at BEN GARDANE, 120 miles west 

Of TRIPOLI. The distance was no problem, the difficulty 
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being the bad road and the interference with the 

operational traffic (required to concentrate Army and 

Mr Forces) by the heavy two -way maintenance traffic. 

The strictest road control was instituted. 

For maintenance convoys, fixed block timings were allotted 

for each day, and traffic priorities were laid down. 

arshalling areas and control points were established at 

which traffic could be staged or taken off the road 

where this was necessary to permit the passage of more 

urgent traffic. Slow traffic usually moved by night and 

staged by day. ° headlights were permitted as far west 

as BEN GARIaaiZ . 

.tis far as possible traffic by day operated at 

15 m.p.h. and 20 v.t.m. ( vehicles to the mile), and 

by night at 8 m.p.h.; and 40 v.t.m. In practice it 

was found best to operate traffic in blocks of 500 to 

600 vehicles with about half an hour time gap between 

blocks. 

Un one day, 5,500 vehicles passed the control 

post at BEN GARDAhE, 4,300 moving west and 1,200 

returning eastwards to ''RIi)U LI. 

Generally speaking, motor ambulances were arranged 

to run in convoys without hindrance. 

6. AIR TRANSPORT. 

Un 26th January, the air transport service was 

extended from the T1 îiET airfield. to CASTEL BENITO, the 

service beginning to operate at this airfield three days 

after its capture. On 6th April the service was extended 
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to GABES and on 18th April to SFAX. 

As many returning transport planes as possible 

were used to evacuate patients from the forward area 

to CASTEL BENITO. 

PERSONNEL REINFORCEMENTS. 

After February 1942, the movement of reinforcement 

personnel from the. DELTA to EIGHTHJïY became a 

difficult matter. During this month 30 Corps was being 

concentrated west of TRIPOLI in readiness for the battle 

of the i dARE TH LINE , and towards the end of the month and, 

during the first half of March, 10 Corps was Toyed 

westwards from the area of BENGASI and riGEî AEL . 

Every means of road transport was employed in 

carrying forward over the 1,600 miles fran the. DELTA the 

large numbers of personnel required by the AI Y and 

DESERT AIR FORCES. 

xs many as possible were sent direct by sea. Others 

were flown direct from the DELTA or alternatively from 

EL ADEM, the airfield near TOBRUK railhead. 

To handle this personnel the transit camp at 

TRIPOLI was used as an advance personnel and reinforcement 

depot. 

The casualties sustained in the battles of ivAt3EPH 

and the 1iADI AKARIT and the normal wastage which had to 

be compensated for in readiness for future operations 

created a demand greater than the available supply at the 

time of reinforcement personnel, but this was met by the 

end of March. 



The provision of adequate personnel reinforcements, 

and their movement over the long distances involved, were 

successfully completed and by the end of the campaign 

practically all units in EIGHTH ARMY were well up to 

strength. 

8. REPLACE EN T OF VEHICLES, 

At this stage of the campaign, vehicle 

replacement presented a big problem. Replacements could 

not be sent forward by sea as all available space required 

for the movement of stores. 

Vehicles sent by road had to cover 1,600 miles 

before reaching the Army and many required considerable, 

overhaul in the advanced base at TRIPOLI because of the 

wear and tear to which they were subjected en route to 

the Army, especially where the replacement was a 

reconditioned and not a new vehicle. The time lag 

between despatch and delivery to unit under these 

conditions averaged about one month. 

. SIGNALS COMMUNICATIONS. 

As the enemy withdrew he continued his 

systematic destruction of all permanent line routes 

and their repair continued to be a major problem, but 

was to some degree eased by capture of permanent line 

stores in TRIPOLI area. 

10. J 3DICAL ARRANGEMENTS IN TRIP OLITAi\IA. 

The medical plan for T'RIPOLITA 1A has already 

been outlined and, with the capture of TRIPOLI and the 
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subsequent advance, was put into effect. 

Owing to various shipping difficulties delay 

occurred in fully implementing the clan proposed for the 

establishment of hospitals, but by the end of march 

the situation had improved considerably and is discussed 

below.) in paragraph 11. 

Under the D.D._ ;L.S. EIGHTH ARKY the duties and 

responsibilities of the D.D.''í>.S. of TRIrOLITAi'4I. BASE 

AND L. OF C. were :- 

(a) control of military hospitals and convalescent depots; 

(b) maintenance of a pool of medical reinforcements for 

EIGHTH ARIVIY; 

(c) medical supervision of the lines of communication, 

east and west of TRIPOLI; 

(d) supervision of medical aspect of occupied enemy 

territory administration; 

(e) maintenance of EIGHTH ARMY and TRIPOLI medical 

units with medical supplies; 

(f), reception and evacuation of sick and wounded from 

EIGHTH ARIV1Y and TPIPOLITii Imo; 

(g) medical supervision of T.LIPOLI town and port. 

'll, i;EDICAL ARRANG HENTS FOR 'I.HE TU1\ ISIAN BATTLES. 

For the expected energy attack on our positions 

at =ADENINE the "G" estimate of our _wounded was 3,000. 

The attack which took place on 6th March was, however, 

repelled, some 300 casualties only being incurred by our 

troops. For the MARETH battle "G" had estimated that we 

would sustain 5,000 wounded in the break- throui and 
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in the capture of GABES, and 2,000 in the subsequent 

advance and capture of SFAX. Fortunately, our wounded 

in the MARETH battle between 21st and 28th Larch amounted 

only to 363 while at the WADI AKARIT battle on 6th to 9th 

April some 2,000 were wounded. Nichols (1940) (Chap.VII 

p.46) states, "One is supposed to obtain one's figures 

from "G ", but it is not advisable to reply upon these 

figures too implicitly even if they can be obtained", 

because the estimates were usually conservative as "G" 

was always optimistic of his attack. Generally speaking 

our experience with EIGHTH ARMY "G" Staff was not the 

same; their estimates, as shown above, generally erred 

on the liberal side. 

in preparing for the MARETH battle D .D .L . S . 

EIGHTH ARMY expected 1,200 wounded daily in the first 

-few days and established at h(FDENINE a medical area 

with three C.C.Ss. whose capacity would be some 7U0 beds 

(see Appendix 'J'). At BEN GARDAN he placed another 

C.C.S. and a 1,iobile Military hospital with a combined 

capacity of 700 beds, while alongside there was an 

Army Field Ambulance L.D.S. to take sitting and walking 
journey 

patients. Owing to the tedious five -hour road/ from BEN 

GARDAN to TRIPOi.I a South African C.C.S. was stationed 

at ZUARA for the staging, inspection, treatment and 

refreshment of casualties in transit to TRIPOLI. Evacuation 

along this road was to be effected by 100 ambulances 

which could evacuate 600 cases in 24 hours, and returning 

empty lorries which would evacuate 300 sitting patients 

in 24 hours. Serious cases were to be evacuated by air 



from SE-DIEM (near ivtEDENINE) ani BEN GARDAN landing 

grounds. These arrangements worked successfully. 

Some anxiety was experienced before the i;iAbETH 

battle because of the unsatisfactory hospital bed 

situation in TRIPOLI. Un 13th March only two hospitals 

and two African sections were open with 1,600 beds 

available between them (and these were full), and two 

Field Ambulances were functioning as a hospital with 

200 stretchers. However, by hospital ships clearing to 

Bi NGASI and AT,1:X KDRIA, by air evacuation, and by a 

magnificent effort on the part of medical staffs the 

hospital capacity of TRIPOLI was raised by 21st March 

to 4,400 by improvisation (with stretchers forming "crisis" 

expansions) in the following manner :- 

Two British General Hospitals 

One Combined " t` 

Beds Stretchers Total- 

2,600 

600 

2,100 

600 

500 

African and S.D.F. Hospital 

Sections 400 400 

Two Field Ambulances 400 400 800 

Total 3159(.2___ 9UU 4U0 
On April 5th, the eve of the battle of 'dADI 

AKARIT, the situation was more satisfactory, more 

equipment having been re ceived and many stretchers having 

been replaced by beds so that 4,620 beds and stretchers 

were available. On that date there were 2,337 beds 

vacant. In addition a Convalescent repot had opened 

accommodation for 1,000 men. 
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Evacuation arrangements for the 2,000 wounded 

of the t'JADI AKARIT battle worked excellently, a group 

of two C.C.Ss. and a Mobile ikilitary Hospital having been 

established at GAB ;S . Air evacuation was carried out on 

a large scale on this occasion. 

For the attack on the Ei&IIDA ILLS line on 

19th April "G "'s estimate was 2,500 wounded and some 

17300 were actually incurred. Three C.C.Ss. were 

established at SFAX whence evacuation was effected by 

roàd to GABBS., by air to CASTEL BENITO (TRIPOLI) and by 

hospital ship to TRIPOLI. There were now four hospitals 

in TRIPOLI, with a total capacity of 5,100 beds, and 

their staffs were supplemented by that of another 

hospital which was waiting the arrival of its equipment. 

The Convalescent repot had also increased its capacity 

to 2,000 men. 

During the final operations in the 

ENFIDAVILLE- T:AKIHOUNA Area some 500 casualties 

resulted. 

By 13th May there were five hospitals and a 

South African Field Ambulance open in TRIPOLI with a 

total capacity of 5,7837 beds of which 2,325 beds were 

vacant. 

12. EVACUATION OF CASUALTIES (Apuendjx ' J' ) 

Evacuation from TUNISIA was by road 7 rail 7 

sea anL air :- 

Ka) By Road From forward areas to TRIPOLI. 

(b) By Rail, From TOBRUK by Ambulance Train to the DELTA. 
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c) By Sea From TRRIPOLI either direct to ALEX NDRIA ors 

if necessary, to BENGA.SI. 'inwards the end of 

the campaign casualties were evacuated by sea 

from SFAX and SOUSSE to 'T' .IrOLI , for 

accoanmodation in hospitals in the TRIPOLI area 

and for onward transit to the uELTA. Owing to 

the need to clear beds in TRIPOLI hospitals 

before and during the battle of mARET'H, 

hospital ships had to be operated on the 

quickest possible turn- round. To this end 

they were sent to BENGA SI , so that the maximum 

use could be made of the hospital facilities 

there. Between 19th March and 14th Lay thirteen 

hospital ship loads of patients (5,858) were 

evacuated from TRIPOLI and two (848) from 

oF AK (on 24th April and 11th may). 

(d) By Air The system of evacuation of casualties by 

air during the fighting in TUNIS.111. is 

illustrated diagramanatically at Appendix 'J' . 

Casualties were evacuated by the ambulance 

aircraft of ivo.1 Australian Air Ambulance unit, 

consisting of three .11H 86 ambulance planes 

No.1 South African Air Ambulance unit 

consisting of one Lodestar ambulance plane 

and transport aircraft of the Air Transport 

ding R..A.F . ? returning from the forward areas. 

Towards the end of the campaign three Bombay 

aircraft which had been converted to ambulance 

planes were attached to the air ambulance 

units. 
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On the forward journeys these ambulance aircraft 

carried up supplies of blood and medical stores. 

The air ambulance units operated from trn most 

forward landing grounds to those near the Corps 

and Army iiiedical areas which represented the 

terminus of the forward run of ordinary transport 

aircraft. 

Luring the attack on the ARE'TH LINE air evacuation 

was carried out as follows :- 

(i) îßm u anc lane : 

From forward landing grounds direct to CASTEL 

BENITO where rear Air Casualty Evacuation unit 

(A.C.E.U.) consisting of three sections, was 

situated, or to SENEL: Landing Ground where two 

sections of the A.C.E.U., were situated, and 

from SEMI Landing Ground or BEN GA:RDAN Landing 

Ground where one A.C.E.U., section was located, 

to CASTEL BENITO. 

(ii) By trangpoizt4 plane. 

From SENE 'I or BEN GAR DAN Landing Grounds to 

CASTEL BENITO. 

A new and most successful development was the 

evacuation of casualties from 6 í .Z. Field 

Ambulance main dressing station. 

This was situated at BIR ZOUiv IT on the axis of 

the flank attack on EL HALE . This 

and the landing strip were, in fact, behind 

the positions occupied by the enemy at iviAlMh. A. 

During the period 16th to 30th Yiarch 175 



casualties were evacuated to CASTEL BENITO, 194 

to 'SEhEM Landing Ground, and from SEA EM Landing 

Ground to CASTEL BENITO 244 cases. 

During the battle of wABI AKARIT the GABES Landing 

Ground was used by transport planes with the result 

that evacuation by road to TRIPOLI was negligible. 

The successful evacuation of casualties by air was 

due to excellent co- operation between the Liedical 

Services of the Army and the R.A.F., and to the pilots 

of the four, and later nine, ambulance aircraft who 

flew their craft in all weathers and to and from the 

most forward landing grounds which were usually nothing 

more than landing strips. 

Duch more could have been accomplished by this 

method had further ambulance aircraft been available, 

and many serious casualties would have been saved the 

distress of a long road evacuation, the effect of which 

was to reduce the chances of early recovery. 

13. PSYCHIATiRIC AND NEUROPATHIC CASES. 

In order to reduce the number of Psychiatric and 

Neuropathie (P & N) cases which would otherwise have had 

to be evacuated to the DELTA hospitals, 5U beds were 

allotted in hospitals at TRIPOLI for i' & N cases, and a 

rehabilitation centre of some 200 beds was opened at Igo.? 

Convalescent Depot TRIPOLI, the whole being under the 

Supervision of a psychiatrist specially appointed. 

The resultant reduction in the number of e &I\Í 

_eases which had to be evacuated to hospitals in the base 
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was a great saving of man-power in the forward areas. 

14. BATTLE CASUALTIES. 

Table ï shows the number of battle casualties 

which occurred in our troops in February and iviarch. The 

high incidence in Liarch corresponds with the heavy battles 

of iiARETH and 1AADI AKARIT. It will be noted, however, 

that the number is less than that of either October 

and November 1942 during which the battle of EL ALAME114 

was fought. 

Of the 4,537 battle casualties, 2,345 were 

wounds of the extremities, wounds of the lower extremity 

being in the majority. Multiple wounds accounted for 

667 and there were 598 wounds of the head and neck. ris 

might be expected, wounds of the head, neck and upper 

extremity were more frequent in armoured units, while 

infantry units suffered mainly wounds of the lower 

extremity from mines. 

Line casualties figured very high in the 

list of wounds owing to the widespread and indiscriminate 

mining of areas, tranks and roads carried out by the enemy. 

15. APPOINTMENT OF CONSULTANT SURGEON EIGHTH ki.RMY. 

It had been observed during this and orevio'us 

desert campaigns that the final results of surgery in the 

field depended very much on early treatr9ent, and while 

the results obtained in recent operations were the best 

yet achieved they varied with individual surgeons, some 

having more experience of war surgery in the desert than 

others. Consequently it was felt that an. experienced 

Consultant Surgeon was necessary with the Army. .de would 
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constantly be available during busy periods to supply 

experience, encouragement and assistance where 

necessary. The Consultant Surgeon, G.E. a,I .E.F., could 

not always be forward. For these reasons, in March 

1943, Lieut- Colonel C.DOi1ALD, E.A.i.i.C., who, since the 

EL ALaMEIN battle, had been acting in an advisory capacity 

with EIGHTH ARMY, was officially appointed Consultant 

Surgeon to EIGHTH ARMY. 

16. FIELD SURGICAL UNITS. 

The use of Field Surgical Units throughout 

the campaign, especially in the later stages, brought 

out these lessons :- 

(a) That Field Surgical Units should not be located 

forward of the Light Section of a Casualty Clearing Station 

except to be attached to an M.D.S., which was likely to 

remain static for some time under Corps control.. ()illy 

under exceptional circumstances should a Field Surgical 

Unit be placed under Divisional control. 

Up) Field Surgical units should not be moved frequently; 

a case was reported where a Field Surgical Unit was moved 

four times in 48 hours, opening and closing each time - no 

effective use could have been made of that unit. x Field 

Surgical Unit, when moved to a new location, should spend 

at least four days there . 

(c) Many cases operated on in a Field Surgical unit, 

e.g. abdominal wounds, must be retained up to a minimum 

of four days before evacuation and should a Field surgical 

Unit have to move before these cases have recovered 

sufficiently, arrangements must be made for a detachment 
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of the Field Ambulance or Casualty Clearing station to 

care for them. 

17. BLOOD TRANSFUSION. 

Owing to the long distance of TRIPOLI from 

CAIRO it was found necessary to establish a Base 

Transfusion Unit at TRIPOLI. This unit obtained fresh 

blood from troops in the TRIPOLI area, thus ensuring a 

steady supply for the EIGHTH ARCLY medical units and greatly 

reduced demands on the base transfusion unit in CAIRO. 

From this unit at TRIPOLI, blood, plasma and 

associated supplies were flown forward to the EIGH'T'H 

kRgY blood supply unit. This was one of two portions of 

a Field Transfusion Unit which was always located on a 

forward landing ground in close association with the 

Advanced Air Transport Centre. Supplies of blood, 

plasma etc., were then distributed by road to the 

advanced blood bank (the forward portion of the same 

field transfusion unit) . As the advanced blood bank was 

sometimes 150 miles forward of the blood supply unit, 

supplies were flown by the empty ambulance planes going 

forward. From the advanced blood bank distribution to 

Field Ambulances, Field Surgical Units and Casualty 

Clearing Stations was effected by lorry. 

During the two months of March and April over 

2,830 bottles of blood and 2,490 bottles of plasma were 

issued to the Blood Supply unit, and over the period 

October 1942 to the end of April 1943 the average monthly 

issue was over 1,055 bottles of blood and 1,050 bottles 

of plasma. 



The lay -out of the blood transfusion 

Service for the battle of IJOETH is given at Appendix 

1.8. HYGIENE. 

(a) agEglbhical and Seasonal, Feels. 

From the point of view of hygiene the main 

feature was the change from the desert conditions of 

EGYPT, C;YREvAICA and Ti-IPOLITANIA to the scrub covered 

hills and marshes of TUNISIA, which is notoriously 

Gila lar i ous . 

The fly plague, which made existence in the 

desert so uncomfortable and led to a high incidence of 

fly -borne diseases diminished, but the mosquito took 

its place. 

before the 

( b ) 

fortunately, however, the campaign ended 

true malarial season began. 

41aha2Ldeasures. 

Little information was available . 

i'egarding the incidence of malaria amongst the civil pdp- 
i 

illation in 1RIPOLIT :i IA and SOUTH TUNISIA, though broadly 

Speaking there was little danger of malaria until the 
I 

army reached the area north of LIEDENI1 in SOUTHERN 

TUNISIA. The country here was well watered and cult- 

ivated, and .:.NTH, GAB ;S and SFAS: were considered as 

being malarious if not highly so. 

pith the fall of TRIPOLI and the rapid 

advance into what was reputed to be malarious country 

the problem of educating officers and men in anti - 

Lnalarial measures became acute . A Ealaria field 

fiJa.boratory was sent to EIGHTH ARMY and arrived in TuNl; IA 

Lit early February. 
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In no time malaria surveys and anti - malarial training 

were under way. Special malaria officers were selected 

and trained, and one anti- malaria control unit mobilised 

in each division. J.obile detachments consisting of a 

Malariologist, a laboratory assistant and equipment were 

sent from the Malaria Field Laboratory to Corps in the 

forwax3d areas to teach and supervise training. in 

addition, propaganda was instituted and pamphlets were 

circulated in an effort to make the force "malaria -conscious". 

Following favourable reports on the use 

of suppressive mepacrine trèat.lent by FIP5T ARIviY and the 

American 18th Corps preparations were made and a similar 

procedure adopted in EIGHTH ABÌv1, by the end of March. 

(c) Sanitation of Occupied Areas. 

The hygiene organisation had as its most 

troublesome work the clearance of occupied areas, 

especially the towns. Field Hygiene Sections and the 

hygiene staff of sub -areas had to organise considerable 

refuse clearing schemes, the repair of sewage plant, the 

restoration of water supplies and the general sanitary 

clearance of all captured areas. The work was particularly 

'arduous in the towns of TOBRUK, DEREÁ, BFNGASI and TRIPOLI. 

The problem was made more difficult by the 

fact that hygiene units had to take part in the advance 

'raider the limits imposed by mobile warfare, which meant 

that sanitary equipment and materials were available only 

in very small quantities and much improvisation was 

necessary with whatever local materials could be obtained. 
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A greater measure of destruction of water 

and sewerage services was expected than was actually 

found in the towns of TRIPOLITbITIA and Southern TUNISIA. 

'The water and sanitary systems were relatively soon 

restored in TRIPOLI and the town put into a fit 

sanitary condition for use as an advanced base. 

Generally, the findings reported in the 

;first stages of the advance from. EL .eLIAETLEIN were confirmed 

in the case of TRIPOLITi NIA and TU! ISIA, namely, that the 

state of enemy camps and lines and the condition of hi 

troops indicated a distinctly lower standard of hygiene 

'and sanitary organisation than our own. 

(d) Cloue. 

Throughout this period the troops remained 

in battledress. The lack of washing and laundry 

facilities in the earlier stages resulted in the 

occasional occurrence of lousiness in some units. The 

'awareness of the troops to the danger of typhus however 

;prevented lousiness ever becoming serious, and with the 

'assistance of the field hygiene sections large scale 
1 

'disinfestation was undertaken when. required. 

(e) Incidence of Disease. 

Owing to the transfer of formations to FIRST 

:ARMY, suitable records are available up to march only. 

The incidence of disease in this period is given in Tables 

¡ I and Ir. 

The daily sick admission rate (2.42 

diminishing to 0.99 per 1,000 strength) is again a 

:striking index of the high degree of physical 
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efficiency and vigour maintained by the army during 

the advance. The commoner diseases were infective 

hepatitis, dysentery and diarrhoea, and tonsillitis. 

In the occupied towns, especially TRIPOLI, there was a 

marked danger of venereal disease showing an increase, 

but vigorous action was taken to ensure that full 

preventive measures were adopted by the troops and no 

serious prevalence occurred. 

A noticeable feature was the increased 

incidence of digestive complaints during slack periods. 

Desert sores and septic skin conditions also tended to 

decrease as the army advanced westwards. The incidence 

of infectious disease was negligible, and in spite of a 

relatively high percentage of louse infestation in some 

units, only two unconfirmed cases of typhus occurred among 

British troops. 

(f) Civil F ovulation 

The most serious health hazard to be feared 

from the civil population was typhus fever, a condition 

which is endemic in these communities. Though some 

sporadic cases occurred, it was fortunate that no 

major epidemic resulted. 

The early arrival of the civil affairs medical 

organisation enabled the Army to transfer its responsibilities 

for prevention of disease in the civilian population. 

The population, however, did not present any formidable 

health problems during the period of the advance. 
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(g) Hygiene Orga i sation 

No major changes were made in the hygiene 

organisation. Field hygiene sections on the whole 

accompanied their divisions, and non -divisional Field 

Hygiene Sections were used specially in such base areas as 

TRIPOLI to maintain adequate sanitary supervision of the 

advance bases and lines of communication. 

(h) General. 

That the operations culminating in the 

capture of TUNIS were without any very distinct hygiene 

features is itself a striking confirmation of how 

successful were the measures for the prevention of 

disease ahl the maintenance of health in EIGHT ARMY. 

As in the EL ALAM IN battle, so in this 

period, the Army was kept healthy and vigorous by the 

fact that its food, its clothing, its water supplies, its 

camping areas and the means of cleansing personnel were 

kept under constant hygiene supervision. The prevention 

of disease, too, kept the army at full fighting 

efficiency. All these factors combined to indicate that 

.gain the hygiene organisation and the hygiene standard of 

the Army were of a high order and an important factor in 

the final victory. 

19. PIONEERS AND LABOUR. 

By the end of the campaign there were over 

60 Pioneer Companies employed with EIGHTH ARMY, or along 

the L. of C. as far east as the EGYPTIAN frontier. 

These pioneer companies were employed 

mainly for labour in the ports and harbours, in depots,: 
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and on airfields and road construction. 

The pioneer companies were mainly African 

(fro:a High Commission Territories , (i . e . , Basutos, 

13echuanas and Swazis) and East Africa) and Indian, vrith 

a few Mauritian and Seychellois companies. 

This excellent military labour was 

Supplemented as far as possible by such civil labour 

as could be obtained. - 

The heavy work undertaken by the men of 

the Pioneer Companies was often of an exceedingly 

yiontonous nature and perforce had to be carried on for 

very long stretches at a time. ' Though not spectacular, 

the work done was essential and often under the most 
, 

.ifficult and exacting conditions. The men of these 

companies gave of their best and much is owed to them 

by the fighting soldiers. 

80. 1 :'1JJDI CAW .C-1111 -t GJ :. _ iv TB FOR .CIO EER AJVD : I.Zr3OUR 

African Pioneer Companies are organised 

into Groups a ainistered by a Group Headquarters. Un 

the Grouu) 1i. ti. there were two Medical Officers who, in 

áddition to-their medical duties, usually had a sick 

of some 20 to 40 beds in which to detain and treat cases 
I j 

Of 
minor illness. 

In September 1942 plans were made to 

'Organise African Sections of General Hospitals. Each 

section was to have 100 beds, with a British medical 

Officer in charge and was to be self -contained as 

regards staff and equipment, thus enabling it to be 



attached to the General Hospital or Casualty Clearing 

Station in the area in which African troops were located. 

These sections were to share the specialist facilities 

of the General Hospital or Casualty Clearing Station. 

The sections were to be designated East 

African,, Basuto, Swazi or . echuana according to the 

particular nationality of the African staff and were 

intended to deal primarily with Africans of that 

nationality. 

A fey African sections were formed but it 

was not possible to form sufficient of these sections 

owing to the shortage of trained African medical 

orderlies. Further, it was found uneconomical to 

locate more than one of these sections in an area as the 

numbers of the different types of Africans did not 

warrant it. So the African section, whatever the 

nationality of its staff, had to deal with the sick and 

wounded of East Africans, Basutos, Bechuanas and Swazis. 

It was arranged that as far as possible the type of 

section should correspond with the type of the majority 

of Africans in the area. 

By May 1943 ten of these sections had been 

formed and were doing excellent work. in EIGHTH ARMY 

area African sections were located in TOBRUK, BARCE and 

TRIPOLI, and were able to admit and treat all Africans 

in those-areas, thus relieving the pressure on British 

beds in the hospitals. 

21. PRISONERS OF WAR. 

A large Prisoner of 'der reception camp 
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(with camp hospital) was established at TRIPOLI and similar 

ones were started at GABES and SFAX. 

Between 14th February and 30th April some 

2,500 German and 2,000 Italian prisoners were evacuated to 

camps and hospitals in the DELTA by sea. At the beginning 

of May evacuation to the DELTA ceased owing to shipping' 

being required for other purposes, and the prisoners were 

retained in TRIPOLI, apart from occasional evacuation as 

the opportunity occurred. By the end of may there were 

approximately 600 German and 9,700 Italian prisoners in 

the reception camps and about 1,000 in hospital in TIPOLI. 

Although large numbers of rrisoners were 

captured in the final stages of the campaign they were 

mainly evacuated westwards under arrangements made by 

the Allied North African Forces. 

Sick and wounded prisoners were treated in 

camp hospitals as far as possible by their own medical 

personnel under the supervision of British medical 

officers. Serious cases were admitted to one of the 

TRIPOLI hospitals where 100 beds were set aside. 

22. ADTdiINISTRATIVF, CO-OPERATION BETW17P0i FIGHTH AND FIRST 

ARMIES. 

As EIGHTH ARMY advanced further north into 

TUNISIA it came in closer contact with FIRST iBMY and the 

degree of co- ordination effected by 18 ARMY GROUP 

;increased steadily both as regards operations and 

administration. G.H.Q.,ïvï.E.F., however, continued to 

maintain EIGHTH ladY through the advanced base at TRIPOLI, 
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and to some extent by direct shipments to SFAX. 

Evacuation of casualties and sick from EIGHTH ARMY 

was also carried out under the arrangements of G.H.Q., 

In May the 7th. Armoured and 4th Indian 

Divisions and 201 Guards Brigade left EIGHTH £tR Y to 
join FIRST AR11Y to participate in the final break- through 

to TUNIS and were maintained through SFAX. 

23 . END OF THE, CAM.eIGN. 

In the last stage of the campaign EIGHTH 

ARMY held the enemy on the ENFIDAVILLE front while the 

FIRST ARMY reinforced by 1st and 7th Armoured iVivision, 

4th Indian Division and 201 Guards Brigade ruade the 

final break - through on TUNIS. 

On 12th May, Marshal MESSE 1 Commanding the 

Axis Forces on the southerly portion of their front, 

surrendered unconditionally to the EIGHTH ARMY and 

although fighting in the CAPE BOAT peninsular did not 

cease altogether until 14th Lay, this was the end of 

the campaign for the EIGHTH ARi,7Y. 

The advance of EIGHTH ARMY along the coast 

had covered 1,800 miles in just over 200 days. 

By now plans were well advanced for the 

assault on SICILY, and EIGHTH ARRAY administrative staff 

were released to complete the planning for the new 

operation. 

EIGHTH ARMY. formation: were moved 

gradually back into TRIPOLITANIA and some re turned 
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by road to the DELTA.. In this way the formations were 

positioned for training and re- equipping in readiness for 

the next offensive which was scheduled to begin eight 

weeks after the end of the TUiTISIAN campaign. 
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L;3::301TS AI :f1) UTlER t+-ill.^lURES OF TIE 

1:1Li:.i'1LICzN 

FOOD SÜt'LILS . 

(a) Ration cales . 

From the point of view of morale and the 

general health of the forces in the field it i S 

most important to make the maximum possible issue 

of fresh supplies, the need for this being greater 

in hot climates. 

Experience during the campaign showed that 

active operations need not necessarily curtain 

the Quantity or variety of rations and that 

troops benefited by the issue of The Middle East 

Field Scale (:' :.E.F.S.) of rations in operational 

conditions. The availability of well- balanced 

rations throughout the advance was largely responsible 

for the vigour of the troops and for the absence 

of food .d.efieiency diseases. 

The new Battle Ration was found very satisfactory 

but every effort was made to issue fresh items 

in the li ., . F . S . ration rather than their tinned 

equivalents. (These efforts were largely successful). 

Fresh fruit and potatoes were shipped from the Base 

to TRIPOLI and although it was impossible to ship 

fresh vegetables satisfactorily, loe al supplies 

at BI GASI and TRIPOLI were utilised. The only 

fresh item which was not satisfactorily supplied. 



was frozen meat. This question is dealt with 

fully in a later paragraph. 

The efforts to extend issues of full .....,'.; . 

rations were considerably assisted by the use 

of mobile cookhouses. In the advance tIe se 

mobile cookhouses proved of great value. 

The issue of an extra small, but highly 

stimulating, ration to 1-L,.1.V. crews subject t 

long periods of great stress was also successful. 

Lb) Frozen Y.gaI. 

The provision of frozen meat and fresh su _?lies 

was unsatisfactory. 

There were ample supplies of frozen meat in 

the large cold storage de2ots in the main base area, 

and no shortage of fresh sup-aies. mimi ted cold 

storage accommodation was made available at the 

ports of TOERUK, ',G.?SI and TJIFOLI during the 

advance. The difficulty lay in the shortage of 

suitable refrigerator shipping. 

During the early stages of the campaign i Vit' was 

possible to ensure a fairly airly regulsr supply to 

EENGASI by means of three small ships but early 

in January 1943 one of these sunk off fIiU I. 

Refrigerator plants designed for use in 

barges on the waiver TIGKIà and a 2U0 -ton plant 

intended for use on shore were obtained for 

installation in selected ships , and the provision 

of additional and special refrigerator shipping 

was asked for. 



In spite, however, of improvisation carried 

out locally the frozen meat situation continued 

to be unsatisfactory throughout the campaign. 

The only certain remedy was the provision of 

proper and reliable refrigerator ships, but these 

were in short supply. 

(c) Control and .Distribution of Food Reserves. 

Then the campaign began the forces to be 

maintained were within 5v miles of the main base 

area in the UELT . On the 14th Lay 1943, when 

it was terminated, some formations of the 

original E=TH :f were over 1,800 miles a ay . 

In October 1942, stocks in the !riddle as 

Base were high, but by the end of February the 

supply situation was becoming difficult; a large 

proportion of the reserves which, in October, 

had been in the L. . Base supply depots were 

spread out along the L. of C. at TOJ3RUK, B: vTGr.SI 

and TRIrOLI advanced bases, in the EIGHT. 1Y 

and in the staging posts established along the 

coast road between EliatSI and 

The campaign demonstrated the necessity fár 

having ample food reserves readily available at 

the main base to compensate for supplies which 

would become "locked up" in a long L. of U. 

and for the quantities which would be en route 

by sea and overland. 
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(d) Technical Difficulties of tiiai ntaininE an. 

Advancin Force by sea. 

The essential factor in maintaining the IGETH 

rL Ì:iY by sea was the rapid initial establishment .of 

'balanced" (i.e. a representative selection of stores 

in terms of average demand.) holdings of all 

commodities at new ports and the maintenance of 

these ttbalanced" holdings once they have been 

established. For this purpose ships were loaded 

with "balanced" units of 100 tons as an insurance 

against delays, losses by enemy action, changes 

in programmes. 

The "balanced" loading secured in this way 

was not ideal. It created great difficulty in 

sorting out supplies on discharge and tended to 

increase breakages in handling numerous different 

sizes, types and shapes of packages. In the 

latter stages cargoes were loaded with 75 bulk 

storage and with 25..: in "balanced" units. As sóon 

as the stock position was sufficiently secure, 

"balanced" units were abandoned. 

OPENING ,sND 0 TION OF JORTS . 

(a) The need for the closest co- operation between 

the services responsible for operating a captured port 

was most important. 

(b) The limiting factor in obtaining the maximum 

tonnage discharge at each port captured during the 

campaign was the shortage of harbour craft. 
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(c) Experience showed that in preparing loading 

schedules a 10, margin had always to be made for 

last minute adjustments to loadings, inaccuracies in 

estimates ates of measurement tonnage, and wastage of 

space through broken stowage. 

(d) Hospital shies and personnel ships which could 

not berth alongside, made a severe drain on power 

craft and lighters, and as far as possible special 

arrangements should be made to provide landing 

facilities in order to obviate withdrawing harbour 

craft required for cargo discharge. 

1»: DENTL. SERVICE. 

(a) OtrengLh 

The strength of the briny Dental Corps in 

:EIGHTH 1ì.`:1Y was maintained throughout the advance on 

the basis of one dental officer to each field medical 

unit in a division which was equivalent to one officer 

per 5,000 men. This was augmented gradually by 

the addition of I obile Dental Units each having one 

officer and two dental mechanics. Beginning with 

three of these, the number was gradually increased 

till, in the end, ten such units were operating with, 

or close behind, the EIGHTH LTY on a scale of two 

Lobile Dental Units per U.K_. Division. 

(b) Tïobi le Dental Units. 

Mobile Dental Units proved to be the solution 

to the problem of provision and-repair in the field 

of dentures and almost completely stopped the wastage 

if 
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fran evacuation on dental grounds that had previously 

been a source of anxiety. had it been possible 

to provide these in 1941 as was projected, much of 

the evacuation could have been avoided, but the 

impossibility of obtaining the requisite transport 

precluded their formation until autumn 1942 when six 
vehicles were issued. Four units were then immediately 

formed and allotted to 'IGT i t, -1 ':_Y. The advent of these 

Mobile Units in the field was of great assistance to 

dental officers at Field Ambulances who were without 

facilities for mechanical work and harassed with the 

problem of deciding when a 'denture' case was 

sufficiently urgent to warrant sending to the C.O. ' . 

where it might or might not be possible to deal with it 

at once, more probably the latter, in which case there 

was a. definite probability of evacuation to the tease;. 

The ideal location of 'iiobile Units is between Field 

Ambulance and C.C.6. preferably adjacent to or in close 

liaison with the former. They are 'self -contained' and 

independent units and need not be attached to a 'parent' 

medical unit. 

(c) Tyke of trork Carri ed Out. 

In general the type of work was dominated by the 

circumstances . As would be expected there was a higher 

proportion of extractions as against conservations of 

teeth compared with base areas. This was no reflection 

on the dental officers who were usually faced with the 

need to dead with large numbers of sick' as expeditiously 

and effectively as possible. Future benefit to the 

individual had often to be disregarded in favour of 

( 
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present needs of the many. scaling of teeth also 

bulked largely in treatment; men tended to accumulate 

calculus on teeth readily under desert conditions. 

(d) D212ì EIIDg§a. 

In contrast with Dominion troops, who had the 

benefit of a much higher allotment of dental officers, 

the dental condition of U.L. Troops was fair and 

improved as time went on. A large number of troops 

had arrived from home in a dentally unfit condition' 

Despite strenuous efforts made it had béer impossib¡le 

to effect a material improvement in these before they 

went forward owing to the totally inadequLte strength 

of the Dental Service in Jliddle East. mall inspeotions 

carried out on different arms of the service showed 

that could be classed dentally fit 

and this on a lowered dental standard of 'fit in all. 

:probability for a minimum period of six months': This 

standard improved to a marked extent in the later 

stages of the campaign when it was possible to employ 

the Dental service in increased strength under more 

static conditions. 

le) Aclpinistratiou. 

It was felt that the Dental service in the 

field could have been used to greater effect had there 

been an administrative dental officer at Army i. to 

advise_th D.D..S. on'the dental eituation in the 

Army. This was illustrated when in the end it bec4me 

possible to utilise the services of the 

Llrector oe JfIntal jervicee 

for this purpose. This took :..r-tor to the 



Battle of , A ETH, when there was an immediate marked 

increase in the effectiveness of the forward .ental 

Service, wholly due to the efforts of this officer.' 

The necessity, however, of minimising the staff of 

HQ EIGHTH ARMY in order to keep it wieldy and nobile, 

ruled out this and other desirable appointments. 

4. BRITISH RED ORO; S iAR URGNIFJA.TION. 

The Lliddle East British iced Cross afar Organisation 

played a valuable part throughout the Campaign. by the 

untiring efforts of the Commissioner, his staff and his 

many voluntary workers of the British Community of Egyipt, 

the activities of the British Aed Cross Organisation were 

wide and varied and earned the sincere appreciation of 

the fighting services, the patients, british prisoners¡ of 

j w ar and their relatives. The activities included the 

'provision of comforts for patients in the field and in 

base hospitals, gifts of ap Daratus and equipment for 

hospitals and special centres, making up parcels and 

despatching them to prisoners of war in enemy hands, 

visits to hospitals, provision of reading material for 

' patients , organisation of outings and entertainment for 

patients and convalescents, and answering enquiries from 

relatives concerning patients. 

The Red Cross Officers' Convalescent nomes in 

Egypt, Palestine and Tripoli were able to supplemaz t the. 

existing facilities in army Convalescent Depots. 

After the capture of BENGASI a Red Cross Stores: 

Depot was opened at B.CE and later in TRIPOLI where a 
1 
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Mobile section was added to enable stores to be taken 

;round to medical units in the field. 

laiO TUR Al. BUL.L'Ld CE CCJi;VGYS' AND .it,13UI,Aì,TCL +:::iA.R 

In the fast moving desert campaign the ambulance 

cars played a most important part, in fact, without 

'ambulance cars the medical services would have been a 

Hf aill,lre. praiee is due to the work of the officers 

and aen of iotor Ambulance Convoys ( :. 1 .Cs . ana Ambulance 

;Car Companies . They worked unstintingly under 

the most trying conditions of terrain and yet were always 

mindful of their responsibility - to et patients back, 

in comfort and alive. This involved the negotiation of 

miles of rough, uneven, dustladen desert track, liable 

to enemy attack, at a s-3eed of 5 - 10 miles per hour 

with only the prospect of the tedious return journey 

facing them after arriving e.t their patients' destination. 

The i'..A.C. was, till early 1943, a medical 

;unit commanded by a _.ajor, `{.iì._ -.V., and consisted of three 

sections each of 25 motor ambulances. before the end 

,of the campaign all r:.A.Cs. were reorganised into :z..C. 

units but operationally under medical control commanded 

by a 1:ajor, R.A.S.C. They retained a similar or _anisati on 

as before except that the R.A.ì;..C. personnel formed a 

medical section in addition to the three ambulance 

car sections. 

Ambulance Car Companies were R.A.3.C. units 

but-like L .A.0 . worked under Medical direction.. Some: 
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':'i._,.Cs. worked under Corps control lusually on the scale 

of one section per division) while others and selected 

Ambulance Car ilatoons were under D.D...S. Army. 

.ambulance Car Companies, consisting of four 

platoons each of 33 motor ambulances, could be used over 

a vide area. All did sterling work and it is pertinent 

to make mention of the American _Field Service Ambulance 

Car Companies staffed by American volunteers who, not 

relishing the monotony of base work pressed for, and 

Were often given, tasks with forward troops e.g. columns 

and armoured units. They were equipped with four -wheel 

drive Dodge amb ulances of light, sturdy, manäeu;rerable 

esiga, each carrying four stretchers. 

The standard ambulance cars were front -wheel 

drive Austin Type K2, heavy cars ,exceptionally comfortable 

and roomy, and carrying four stretchers. The only 

criticism that could be levelled against them was that 

they were rather lightly sprung for heavy, bumpy, desert 

Work. 

Field Ambulances were equipped with eight 

Austin K2 and four Humber two- stretcher, four -wheel 

drive, ambulance cars, the latter being most useful 

for H.A.P. and A.D.S. evacuation work. 

6. t.'iEDICAL AND DE TAL LcLSSONS uF TEE CA aAIGN. 

(a) Much suffering was avoided, and many lives 

saved by :- 

(i) the use of Mobile C. C.Ss . and Field 

Surgical Units. 

(ii) the blood transfusion service. 
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(iii) evacuation of casualties by air. 

(i) Mobile C. C.Ss . and Field Surgical unZits . 

The value of these units in ensuring the 

early treatment of casualties was proved conclusively 

under the most difficult conditions of fast moving 

warfare. 

(ii) The Blood Tra:nd s'on Jervice. 

The large supplies of plasma and saline sent 

to BIGHTFI I -a f before and throughout the advance 

v.ere apply justified being used with highly 

beneficial results and with very few adverse 

reactions. owing to the lack of adequate staff 

and transport in the .G se Transfusion Unit a 

system of supply through a selected Field 

Transfusion Unit (divided into blood supply unit 

and an advanced blood bank) was established and 

ensured a satisfactory blood service to forward 

medical units. 

Considerable quantities of whole blood and 

plasma were required for the high proportion of 

mine injuries which were characteristic of the 

campaign. 

(iii) Evacuation of Casualties by Air. 

Generally the system of evacuation by air 

worked well and saved many casualties a long, 

arduous and possible dangerous journey by road. 

l types of cases travelled well except perforating 

abdominal wounds. although evacuation by transport 

plane from rear landing grounds was satisfactory 
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it was found that evacuation from forward to rear 

landing grounds (the most forward landing grounds 

to which transport planes were allowed to fly) was 

limited by the very small number of ambulance 

aircraft available. This ?laced a serious restriction 

on this section of the chain of evacuation. To gt 
the maximum benefit out of evacuation by air, more 

ambulance planes are required for this forward link. 

(b) Early establishment of hospitals at advanced Basess 

The longer the L. of C. the greater the need 

to establish early fore and hospital and specialist 

facilities to avoid wastage by evacuation and inadequate 

treatment and rest in the long evacuation route. 

The movement of hospitals cannot be lightly 

undertaken, and has to be considered in relation to other 

demands, and the limited shipping available. ri good deal 

of anxiety was experienced by not having, until the end 

of the battles of i4RDENïNE, ARETH and wADI AKARIT, 

sufficient beds to meet the 'G' estimate of casualties. 

(c) Mobile Section of Advar_ce liegot of iviedical Stores. 

The provision of a mobile section of an Advanced 

Depot of Medical Stores and the provision of pre -sterilized 

dressings and theatre linen represented a great step 

forward in facilitating the work of the forward medical 

units. 

(d) Battle Casualties . 

Table I indicates that 18,324 casualties were 

incurred from August 1942 to March 1943 inclusive; the 

nature of wounds and of the weapons causing them varied 
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greatly. 6ometimes mainly shell wounds were inflicted, 

and at other times, especially during a rapid advance,; 

mine wounds predominated. The multiple wounds caused 

by the German 'S' mine were often a problem to surgeons. 

Rapid movement inevitably caused delay in collection of 

;casualties, but this was compensated somewhat by having air 

superiority, adequate medical supplies available, and the 

ability to push surgical units to the most forward limit. ' 

In spite of almost continuous fighting the 

casualties were still slight compared to the last war. 

MILES (1944) in a valuable analysis of battle casualties 

admitted to M.E.E. hospitals from April 1942 to loarch 1943 

(inclusive) estimated the number of wounds" at 28,993 which 

was about n, greater than the number of patients concerned 

owing to casualties having more than one serious wound. 

His comparison of the Yliddle East mortality rate of 

.1, with 7.4. ̀ in EGYPT and PALESTINE in the great 

is striking evidence of the success of the medical 

organisation in support of EIGHTH ARMY. 

(e) Dental. 

(i) The work of the Dental Service was most 

satisfactory in spite of being under -manned 

forward for a long time. 

(ii) The Army fought most of the campaign in an 

only partially fit dental condition. 

(iii) That three dental officers within a division 

which amounted to a ratio ' of 1 to 5,000 men 

could not cope with maintenance work in an 

Army already 50 ;0 dentally unfit. Five defital 
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officers was the minimum necessary. 

tiv) To secure maximum efficiency of the Dental 

Service an administrative Dental Officer is 

desirable at !army .4. 

7. HYGIENE. 

(a) Organisation 

The mobility of the ll orth African campaign 

emphasised the necessity of still further strengthening 

unit hygiene and of rnak ing yet more elastic the 

distribution of hygiene sections as between divisions 

and army. 

th) Sanitation. 

Improved sanitation resulting Fran the high 

standard of hygiene in the Army paid dividends in a 

much reduced incidence of excremental diseases. The 

enemy did not have this high standard and his losses 

due to this group of diseases were much more serious 

than our own. 

(c) Water Sali,nj . 

With careful training and experience in the 

Desert troops could live on a very short ration of ; 

water with a salinity up to 300, but this depended 

largely on the time of the year (higher salinities can be 

drunk in the summer than in the winter) , and also upon 

the saline content other than sodium chloride. 

td) Burns. 

--This was a serious problem in A.i+ .Vs . Prevention 

was considerably assisted by covering the exposed parts 

(arms and knees) with long - sleeved shirts and trousers. 
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(e) Disease Incidençg. 

The excellent health of the Army as a whole was 

reflected in the daily admission state which never 

exceeded 2.42 per 1,000 strength. Conditions showing 

the highest incidence were infective hepatitis, 

excremental diseases and accidental injuries. 

Though the disease incidence can be regarded as 

satisfactorily low the prevalence of preventable 

disease such as dysentery, diarrhoea, etc., shows that 

much remained to be done in prevention. 

The campaign ,Droved that if an army is ` hygieñe 

conscious' and observes proper food and water standards,- 

serious outbreaks of disease could be Prevented, ana 

an important contribution made towards victory. The 

failure of the Gerlans and Italians to reach an 

eruFlly high standard of hygiene resulted in re'uced 

efficiency of their forces through disease and 

debility. 

8. . Di: I NI3TRATIVV LIAIS UN AND CO-GRDIKA.TIO.LY.. 

The basis of efficient administration is good 

liaison, co- ordination and co- operation between all branches 

of the staff and services. 

Good liaison, based on personal contacts, 

existed between the administrative staff and services at 

G.H. 4. ,.1. F. , and H. . EIGHTH H AMY. 

In G.H..,M.E.F., the Lieut- General of 

Administration (L.G.A.) delegated to the Deputy ,,;uarternaster- 

General lll. .M.G.) the responsibility for co- ordination' 

óf effort which he effected by means of regular conferences 
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of Directors of all branches and services concerned, 

by regular personal visits to EIGHTH ARMY, and by 

correspondence with the Deputy Adjutant and ua.rtermae;ter 

General (D.A.& of the Pan. 

The Directors of the medical, supply, Ordnance 

and other Services visited the ARMY from time to time 

as required and dealt direct with their own service 

problems. 
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SUMMARY 
1. A survey has been made of the Libyan - Tunisian 

Campaign from the Medical Administrative aspect. 

A description of the 'G', 'A' and ' J' background 

of the campaign is given 
, in order to show how closely the 

medical service must fit in with general clanning of 

,operations and maintenance in order to obtain successful 

results. 

3. The success of the medical and hygiene organisation 

-:gas illustrated in the good health of the EIGHTH t'IiMY 

and in the low mortality among casualties. 

4. The medical and dental organisation has been 

described together with the many modifications and 

adaptations s peculiar to the needs of the destern Desert,. 

5. Apart fro~i the victorious and rapid nature of the. 

ca_vaigr stress has been laid on the magnificent effort 

of the medical services in withdrawal to EL and 

the complete reorganisation and re- equipment of medical 

units. 

6. Another achievement was the success in medical 

'planning, which enabled the collection, treatment and 

evacuation of sick and wounded, to function smoothly 

throug4out the campaign. 

7. The-problems of road, rail, sea and air evacua 

throughout the campaign have been described. 
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